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BACKGROUND OF THE AAIVE PROJECT

- AND

, NEW HAMPSHIRE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

:.:. '! ' / . . . 1

In the,past seven l

even years, enrollments, in New Hampshire vocational
.

.

'

.jprograms have incredbedzignificantly. Secondary enrollments have in-
.

creased.'from'341-;000 to 54;000 students post-seCondary from 1,600to
.

3,000 students-, and adult programs from 3,500 to 6,900 Students.
, -

The current projectionsof_labor demands reflect increased job

opportunities for those students acquiring job skills in program be-

low the baccalaureate level. Thisevidence, then, leads us-to believe

that enrollments in'vocational education at all levels will continue to

Increase.

.

The value of quality vocational education foroNew Hampshire citi- 44

zens was recognized in the 1960's through-legislative and funding support

of the post-secondary vocational- technical college system. The recogni-

tion is currently continuing, with similar support for secondary progrpms,

through the 20 area center plant

With the expansion of enrollments and numbers of programs, vocational-

'educators_havean opportunity to investigate alternative inst ctional

methodithat may improve the quality'of instructionalpregva6T-aajdell,

ad serve a greater number and variety of people... 1c-. 1

During the past three years, the Vocational -TechniCalePivision of

the Neliliampshire'State Department of Education has granted as much as

50 'pei'cent of their research and exemplary monies to local school.dis-
t

-

tricts to aid in the;development of modal vocational training programs i--

.

0 5'
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with alternative.methodS of instrug/onal delivery.
%

Innovative instructors, seeking to improve classroom and laboratory

learning, have discovered or improved a variety of ways to tailor the in-,

str9ctional process to the individual student.

In December, 1975, a proposal to.research the effects'of six selected

tenative Approaches to individualizing in Vocation al Education (AAIV

was developed by D. Richard Gustafson, Associate Dean, Keene State Col-

lege, Dr. Lila Murphy,Jormer ,Research Coordinating Unit (RCU) Director

of the Vocational-Technical Division of the New Happshire State Department.

of Education, and John R. Faust, former Curriculum Specialist with,the

New England Resource Center for Occupational.Education (NERCOE).

/
The proposal was designed to study the six alternative approaches to

+', determine the effectiveness of.each program in terms of the learning effi-
I

' 41,
ciency, the umberumber and variety of students being...served, and thee various

reasons the program instructors selected their alVrnative approach.
4

' The partiCipiting instructors were able to profit from their- involve-
, .

went in the project, which pro.vided bOth'material and consultative support

--to each project site. ThrouglIparticipatilbn-in the project, eachof the
4

six programs has become an observable-model of an alternative approach

to individualizinginstruction.
t

The names of the participating instructors, their programs and schools

appear in the ResOurce Section of thischandbook. Full descriptions of

the programs can be found in the Supplementary tlaterials Section,
.%

s
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INTRODUCTION TO THE HANDBOOK

, K Over the last decade, the research'an4 discussion around the con-

cept of individualized instruction has filled the'journals_pd monopolized

conferences. The term alone invites a wealth of reactions -- anything

from avid enthusiasm to suspicious consideration` to outspoken criticism.
.

That depends, of course,',on who's doing the reacting.

Let's think for a moment about this revolmtionary, approach to 'in-

struction. Revolutionary? What was a ond-room schoolhouse, other than

one of the earliest examples of. individualized instruction? The differ-

ence is that in that instance, individualization wai'a necessity. Current

thought advocates using this mode of instruction as a basis for impleOving

student learning.

When we refer to.ihdividualized instruction.in vocational education,

we must focus our attention on tWo areas. The first is that this'is, a

-student-centered approach; one that is ,geared toward the self- mastery of

job-entry level skills, or competenties. The second deals with the in-.

structional process itself. This approach is organized in such a way that

pace, strategy and objectifies are tailorbd to the needs,.abilities and

eheriqnces of the individual student and bis or her learning style:

Before going any further, perhaps it would be best to clear up a few!

of the common misconceptions about individualized instruction. Imple-
.

menting such a course of instruction does not mean:
0.1

- that you.will spend 15 minutes standing over Michael and

. -

then move to where Susan.is andspend the next 15 minutes

with her 'and then move .to

Not only'is it unreasonable to expect this kind of attention,

4%
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it's an impossibility - unless you have a total of four

students in the class.

- that you are slowly but surely being put out to pasture;

with your life's wo4.k being taken over by a computer or
- 1

cassette-audio tape deck.

The idea is to take all of your knowledge, qualities, feelings and

experiehces (which no learning package will ever have) and utilize them

in the most efficient manner. You are there-to help students learn -

not spoonfeed facts and formulas, demonstrate for the tenth-timerin an

hour how to re-set points or make hospital corners. You've ar better

,way, of qsing your; time. And that is what we hope to shw you in thisr

hanOdok.

All field; of study come complete with their own vocabularies. In-

diVidualized instruction is no different., It-hasta shoptalk all its own

withp the broader field of educational theory and technique. The glossary

included in the handbook is fairly extensive, covering a broad range of

terms ald concepts. Although some of these terms are mentioned only
'

briefly in other sections of,the handbook, they are included here'becaqse

you might encounter them in other literature o), discussions and will be

familiar With the particular language of inditridualized instruction.

Following the glossary is an Idehtification System (composed of,a
N

questionnaire and chart) which will enable you to determine the extent

of 1individualiz g s cur ing in your present program.

We've laid out a curriculum scheme (blueprint, so to speak) which

.breaks down the basic components essential to an individualized program.

There is no one way to pull these pieces together; in,fact, budget and



school policy limitations may not allow as extensive a program renovation

as you might like. These considerations, as well as a variety of other
.

potential questions are discussed in detail gh,the Issues Section of the

handbook,-

It is ithportant to stress that what' is presented here. is not to be

interpreted as some magical cure-all -- that by reciting strategy mumbo -'

jumbo, you will create a program prince where a program frog once stood.

This is'neither the motivatiOd nor the intention in developing this

handbook.

What is being suggested, however, is that the more you are able to

in4gratethese methods and approaches. into your program, the better

equipped your students will be, and thus, the higher the success rate fors,

both you and them.,

The Resource 4ection.includes not only a list of printed materials,

but persons,,ograms and information centers that you can contact. Briar

in mind that if you should have.any problems using the materials in the
=

.handbook, we would advise you to meet with your department chairperson,

vocational director or State Departthent of Education consultant. -,9.4 om-.

Plete list of State Department, consultants,is included in the Suppltmentary

Materials Section.
s

11F
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INTRODUCTION' TO THEGLOSSARY.

The glossary is generally located near the end of any given
- "

publicatXori. Why, then, does this one immediately follow the in-r

troduction?' The authors feel that ih order fOr you to use this
4 , . .

handbook )ffectvely and efficiently, you would bp best.served
.

, .
A . . .

by knoqing what various terms mean before you come to the not

after you'vehunted-anound through back pages,).oSing your. rain
. +

of thought in the process.' You may already be withwith Many

,

of the terms in the handbook, in whi'ch case you are that much

ifarttier''ahead., Before making that assumption., .howetre'r,. why.do
1 1,

yod take a few minutes to go over-theaefinitions? A little rel

view never hdrta.

, . A: :.
m.

As yoU'proteed through the handbooK, keep
,

in'imind that the.

T .0# .
S.' -..

glossary is a contindbus sgArce of information.
.
liefen:backqok .

.

. ' i.
! 4-

. ' ,
4

s ,

,

'- ''' it any.time-you neeii.clarification. 'Your Suecess.4ith implementing, 4 .
- ,. .

the material in the handbook i .gerfobmance-base cot time - based..

Sbund

.

That ie-why this glossary !s at Age beginning of the books

tj

4
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GUIDE TO TERMINOLOGY-.

1

AND INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

._ ..V

.- . t
,

Activity - an educations procedure designed to stimulite learning by
4 firsthand experienceorsobservation, experiment, inquiry and dis-t

, cOtsion necessary.to achieve an objectiye. , '

- :

Aid, Teaching - an instructional device 'or equiX.pment designed to facili- ,
tate.learning. . , .1

Aide, Teacher - auxilliarpersonnel who assists in the classroom ,

by providing management, tutoring and individual aid to students.

mak 4

Clustering (or Job Family Clustering)- 'developing instructional content.
around a series of occupational titles having a.common skill base.

ency - demonstration of mastery of occupational reqUirements that
includes skills; knowledge and attitudes necessary for job entry.

r7 a

Competency-Based Education /Curriculum - a total system'for planning, de-
veloping and implementing a Curriculum designed to ensure that stu-
dents acquire measurable skills, knowledge and, attitudes essential
for successful job performance.

4-* s -

Conditions - the part of the performance objective thatidentifies the
given situations or circumstances under which the stated behavior
is to occur: -

Contract (Stpdent Learning, Student-Instructor) - an:agreement reached
via discussion and negotiation trtween the, student and instructor whicti
outlines the pace, strategies and objectives the student will use, and
provides individualiting of the courrse.ccinfent (degree varies with
each program).

Criteria - the part of the performance objective that specifies the -

standards,selected as the basis for quantitatiye and qualitative
comparison '

. ./
Crtterifon-Referenced Measure/Testing - an evaluation assessing the degrees

to which student performance meets the pre- determined- performance
. objectives. ,

Curriculum Guide - a document outlining the intended field of study and
instructional content; usually includes goals and objectives, learning
experiences, activities, teaching aids, references and evaluation
techniques from which the instructor may seledt.

I" Diagnosis - an assessment of the student's needs, abilities and deficien-
cies, insofar aedevelbpment of an instructional program is concerned;



4,

process of obtaining and analyzing data about'studehts for the purpose
of identifying individual learning requirements.,

.

Disadvantaged
.

Student - a student who is not functioning up to his or her
potential, but who is not handicapped; causes may be eithei' academic

, or economic in nature. (See Special Needs Student.)

Educational GOals - desCriptions of the long-range aims of the educational
program and/or system, or a'broad general end toward Which the prod-
gram is directed.

Evaluation - the process of determining or judging the value of work or
work, product by use of a standard of appraisal,

Feedback - process that provides the basis for valuation of the stu-
'7----6-01-t's learning capacity,_appropriateness,of structional materials

and methods; provides knowledge of results and clar'ification,(com-
ponent of the instructional package); the process by. which output
performance is compared with criterion performance, providing infor-
mation about efficiency, advantages and disadvantages of th sy$tem.

Formal Presentaticn - an instructional mode characterized by the instruc-
tor lecturing to the class; directing,and initiating allImecedures
(films, projects, ,tests) to the class as a whole. (See Large Group.)

Handicapped,Student - a studiRt, who because of physical, perceptual or
emotional conbitions, .has an impaired ability to learn. (See Special
Needs Student.)

Ind deg Study - a program in which the student, with the instructor's
nce, is permitted to,work at his or her own pace, as well as con-

-tr substantially to determining strategies and objectives.

Information -.a form of instruction sheet containing a written ex-
planation cription of terms, materials, relevant equipmemt,
facts, process and so forth that are importat or essential for
the understanding specific job.

Individualized Instruction - proach'to teaching and education based
upon the belief that there o st ndard student, and that each
learns,best usin paZ60 krateg nd objectives that reflect his
or her experiences abilities, aptitudes,and interests.

Instructional System - al components needed fh e instructional pro-
cess:, needs assessment, occupational cluster task anaiysis,
competency-baseg objectives, teaching methods, criterion."-Peferenced,
'testing, -evaluation,, recordkeepinitand fdllow-upi (A scheme'fbr
developing and achi"ng instructional objectives.)

'r'VstrUctiOnal that in;truCtional cdntent ,(jOb/information sheets) cOn-
'taining a set of behavidral'objectives, activities, pre-/post-checks,

10
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resources and means of assessment; a group of related components or
tasks in an occupation directed, toward atommon purpose.

Job.Entry Level Skills.- the skills, knowledge and attitudesthat_must'be'
mastered or that demonstrate the minimum acceptable,level of com-
petencyin order to meet employer's-standards for specified work.

Job Family Clustering - See Clustering.
. 4.

Large Croup - one-way instruction used-to provide factual information to
an entire group. Presenter provides information to'an\pdience.
(See Formal Presentation.)

Learning Activities - See Activity.
.

. . ..;:'./
.

-,.., Manager -.the major role assumed by an instructor in An individualized in-
struction environment; tends tope more'oftan-bverseen who facilitates

*fi the learning 'process, as opposed to traditional .role of leading,
directing and determining what,-how, when and where things will be done.

_Mastery - the level of performance orachievement that consistently meets ir-7
,. .

occupational standards or standards_.set by-Vocational teachers re-.-
, sponsibie.for,a specific vocational program. .

. '
.

. illiirt - z - .

Media, Instructional - print or non-pnint materials used to support, sup-
* plement,or faCilUate the accoMpiishment of instructional content.

.
i

=ft..

includingModular Instruction - self-contained packages in all-components
described to Instructional'Units.

Negotiation the process by which ihstructor and studeht arrive at an
agreed-upon learning contract. See Tonticact..)

Norm-Referenced Measure/Testing - instruments-or measures'that determine
the quality of a student'p perfbrmance in relation to the performance
of other studentson the same measurement device.

Objectives

1. Affective - statements concerned with changes_in interests,
attitudes, values, appreciation land personal social adjustment.

2. Behavioral - statements concerned with the behavior that\ln-
struction,is to produce in terms of observable/measurable_Speq
formance, along with the conditions under which the action is
performed and (where appropriate) the dftteria.

. .

-3. Cognitive - statements concerned specifically with thought
processes (knowledge, understanding).

4. Instructional - statements that specify the content,, process,
skills and attitudes to be achieved by the instructional program.

C
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5: Interim - statements of performance(s) required or the student
in the process of achievihg terminal objectives.%

6." Performance --,statements derived from the task,analisis statement,
given in precise,.measurable termei'and that detail the Ilarticu;-.
ar behavior.to_bet>exhibited;by a learner, as well as specifying
he conditions and-criteria associated with the behavior.

7." Psychomotor - statements that specify performance involving
r physical movement,' acting on some part of the environment or

material. P . *

8. Sequenced`- the process of arranging performance objectives in
order to permit the- learner, to progress from one activity to
another, building:On previous experience to achieve the next,ob-
jective (going from simple to complex).

.9. Terminal - statements that specify what student performance is
to be at the conclusion of instruction.

Occupational Field - a group of jobs that arrelated on the'basis of
-required skills an4 knowledge.

Occupational. Tests - a group of work activities.that are associated for
d common purpose.or end, and that collectively,, have meaning or use
*to a job.

Occupational Task Analysis a detormihation of_ the necessary activities
and skills involved for the successful performapce of a task.

Open Entry/Open Exit - a.program designed to-allow students to enter-or
leave an instructional program at,any time or level or knowledge.

Pace - the rate at which a student progresses through the learning acti-
vities and/Or program. (See Time-Based.)

Peer-Tutoring - the plactice of havineetudents assist and teach each other
in the.learning process., 0,4

Performance-Based - hen the scope and sequence of instruction ts deter-
mined by etudent complishment of minimum coMpetencies.

Performance Standards - the criteria specified in the performance objective
in tgrms of observable, measurable behaVior. (See Criteria.)

1

Post-Test (or Assessment) - an evalgation instrument that measures the be-
havior, abilities and skills,of the student upon completion of in-
structional objectives or at the termination of an instructional unit":

1

Prescription - a pereonalized'(individualized) plan or course of study de-
signed for the student by the instructor, basedon a diagnosis of the
student''s needs and,abilities.-
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Pre,-Test (or Assessment) - an evaluationlinstrument that measures theep-,
try behaviors, abilities and; skills of a student in terms of prior.
expeelence.

Retordkeeping - the maintenance of a atudent'siprogress
of the Work, accomplished by_theinstructdr and /or
regular intervals..

Resources.- includes botkinstructional media and facilllies- e.g., slide-
audio tapes, refer ice books, models, equipment, modules, simulators,
learning packages, learning centers, carrels, mock-ups, games,

and evaluation
student at..

- a
,

Self-expression - refers to.student input in the instructional process.

Self-instructional - a characteristic onan activity or resource that al-
lbws the student to work alone at his or-her own pace, idclUding-

,

means for self-evaluation feedback, readings., activities and-pre-
._and post-checlis&

. ,

Small Group - a. type of instructio
interaction with, the-instructi

allowing for student reaction, to, and
al cdntent.

Special,Needs Student- a student who, byavirtue"of being either handi-
capped or disadvantaged, requires special services,:programsor
assistance in order to succeed in'an edcational firogram.1See
DisadvantagecStudent- and Handicapped Student.)

'Sr
.--

ate -tailed scheme.of instruction, including methods and materials.-- .

f I. '
i

JaAk T a logically related set of attiongrequired for the completion of
.a job-.

Team-Teaching - the praCticeD. Of having two ormore instructors function as
presentors, managers ot;' tutors in the class or'lab.

Time-Based -,when the scope and sequencd of instruction Is determined.,
solely by time. r 7

Traditional Grading - see- Norm-Referenced-Measure/Testing.

Traditional Classroom/Education -'an approachto teaching/education that
treats all students as equal, not taking into account any individual_
differences with regard to pace, strategy and objectives. -Utilizes
norm-referenced testing, and teaching is directed at the group as a,
whole. All activities are_ determined, initiated and carried out by
the instructor. -

' . .
. , .

Undifferentiated - when pace; strategies and objectives areprovided for
the clasi as a whole, with-no distinctions made to accommodate indi-

fidbal-differences. See Traditional,Cfassroom/Education.

Unit of Instruction' - See Instructional Unit.

00
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SECTION III

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

.S6

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM: LEVELS OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

14
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: '

INTROPUCTON TO THE IbENTIFICATION SYSTEM

! _ J
'

This section of the handbook provides you with a system to-idenify
e t., .

thecurrent level, of individualization in your. Classroom. The system
t -

is composed,of a questionnaire and a chart repreSenting'levels of in-
,

divitluallzed instruction. It would be to your advantage,-yecause of the

inter-relationship of the two parts, to complete the questionnaire before

turning to the chart.

The questionnaire (or Program Assessment instrument) mill allow you
., 5,0

,

td ascertain the main elements of your current instructional program.
" .

,
.

The art (or Identification. System) willenable you to see where those.

elements fall in the broad framework,of individualized instruction.
.

65

/

This system is offered on the premise that an educator cannot success-
V

44
V,

fully determine how and where to improve,a program laithoa a 6legi, under-

standing of where he or she is-starting from.,

In addition to helping the individual instiuctor, the authors'believeS

that this syste0 xcan be used in several ways and by a variety of educational
.

.personnel. Some possible teaching relationships follow.
. 4.

' Instructor-Instructor
.(Colleague-Colleague)

Student-Instructor

.

Have a fellow instructor who is
familiar with your program complete
the questionnaire based on his/her
perceptions of your class. You do
the same for that'instructOr. Com-
pare yourresults. It may help-to,
provide some,directign for f9ture
efforts for both of you.

With some explanation of terminology,
ask yOur.,student(s)to complete the

15
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-Student-Instructor (aont'd.)

sor -Instructor'

r
Administration
(Vocational Director)

4

. 4

questionnaire. Agiintocompare
4, the results. .A student perspec--

tlye could prove quite valuable.
st

Aka supportive (that is; someone
you are comfvtable working with)
supervisor to complete the ques-
tionnaire. This:Could t48 yoUr
department chairperson. Once the
variations-are.idehtified and-the
differences analyzed, program im-
provement can result.

This system can be used by adMin-
istrative personnel for all instruc-
tors in a vocational. center to
'determine any lack of staff corn:-
-petency in a given classroom com-
ponent. The administrative personnel
may then use the information as pne
sof:the glideb to establish future
staff development plans.

o

Remember, if.you should find yourself confusedjby any of the termi-'

logy in this section, please refer-back to the Glossary.

a



PROGRAM ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT AND IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM.

The first part of the system, described in the preceding introduction,,

is the Program Assessment instrument (or questibnnaire), There are'five

sections and a total of 26 multiple choice statements. The Sections cor-

respond to classroom components: Student, Teacher, Ihstructional Content,

Eniironment and Media It,is important that you select the most apprb-

priate statement based upon your program as it now stands.
)

Some of you may be involved in prokrams that necessitate choosing

more than one's emed:r If this is the C:ked,l'ICircle the apOplicable state-

ments. Remember, however, that this should be done only if you use radically

different approaches within the same program.-

As you are filling op't the questionnaire, you wilisee'that immediately

fbllowing each statement are,one or, more numbers in parenthesis. These

numbers correspond.to the other part'of this section, the Identification

System(or chart). A few words of explanation about the chart are in or-
.

glance, it appears to>be a.rather complicated affair.

with the questionnaire, probably the most important

der because,at first

It is, however, along

part of this handbook

and research.

, and the product of extensive review of literature

Along the left-hand margin, you will see the same-five headings con--

tained in the questionnaire:r Student, Teacher, Instructional COntent,_

Environment and Media. 'There seems to be general agredment th-at these
6

constitute 61,15asic components in any classroom, and the that has been

structured to include the main elements of each of,these components.

The headings across the top of the chart represedt examples of various
..

9



3instructional Programa Thus, by arranging the chart in this fashion, it

is possible to read across - seeing how one element o4anges in re ation

6different programs, or to read down - thereby sseSing an ins ructional"
system in itb entity. Here yOu haVe it a complete'cross-referenced

reference. -

When you have completed thefeitLJonnaire; it would be helpful to

. -
,..

. .

have a felt -tc marker, crayon.or ,colored pen. For each statement.you

chose, refer to the numbers in parenthesis.' These numbers are tp serve

as an'aid in locating the correct chart coluMn for your responSes. Under-

line the appropriate chart statement(s) as indicated in the example below.

.STUDENT COMPONENT

1.0 The-student:,

a. progresses through lealtning activities that have been
deteimined by the teacher (1,2)

b. progresses through activities varied by teacher in terms
of pace and strategy (13)

c. engages in teacher-Aetermined aci4vities,' based on the
results of a pre-test fk)

d. participates in the aCtiVityselection process (5,6)

Underline statement 1.0 under] Instructional Programs #1 and #2 on

the chart. Proceed in this.mannerf until you have plotted all your ques-

tionnairennai choices only the chart. It is important to realize that no one

_statement will helP'to determine /your level of individualization; but

answering all 26 will.

What will probably, happen that your resp nses will be spread out

over two or more columns; but .it'should give you a fairly reliably assess-

ment of your program as it no stands.

This instrument is inten4 ed for-use-as a tool. Th e are no hidden

18.



.turns, no right or wrong choices. It is', hppefully, away to identify the

Critical elements
:

of your program and, based upon the pattern that emerges

olthe chart indicate your,current position on the individualized spectre..
. -

When you have finished, it might., be interesting to examine what the

other listed program alternatives involve, if only to see how they might
4

differ from your own. Check for possible advantages or disadvantages.

The programs described her are only examples. They are offered de.jumpina.-

:
off points, to get your thoughts and imagination flowing.

The,remainder_of the handbook deals with information you, will need

to know, should your thoughts lead you to consider changes in your existing

program. In any event, we urge you to read on. Some of the issues and

systems of classroom or labora6-11'y instruction are discussed ana may be

* .
' valuable to you, even if you are entirely satisfied with your current program.

19
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-PROGRAM ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT

FOR,

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM: LEVELS OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

STUDENT COMPONENT

I.0 The student:

a. progresses through Iearling activities .that have been determined
by the teacher (1,2)

b. progresses through activities varied by teacher. in termi of pace
and strategy (31

c. engages in teacher - determined activities, based on the results
-of a-pre-tes,t, (4)

d. participates in the activity selection process k5,6)

1.1 Quantity/Quality standards are:

a. 'provided by
provided by
differences

c. provided by

the teacher and thq same for all studtqtr11)
the teacher, with some variation for individual
(2,3,4)

the teacher, but shaped by student input (5,6 )

1.2 Overall student self-expression Can best be described as being:6

C. limited to student response to teacher inquiry (1,2).
b. encouraged in the form of 'Troup and teacher-student discussions (3,4)
c. essential for purposes of accommodating student learning styles (5,6)

1.3 RegardiN curriculn content, previous experience /knowledge is:

a. not a determining factor (1,2)
b. measurrd and the program adjusted accordingly (with regard to

pace,'sti.ategy lnd objectives - or arcombination thereof), (3,,4,5)
c. the basis -for e.:timaLing student entry at a particular level (6)

1.4- ties/lefi,icv:10: are:

a. recornized, 5n fel.- whatever reasons, given little consideration (1)
recogr.ia, and minimally A'ncorporated into th4e program (2)

c. -1,.d incorporated-in planning strategies:. may be deter-
mined by a iro_test (3,4)

d. .diagnos'ed (3r.d m;Jv ne,-o* aled in terms of strategies and
objectives (5,6)

20



Regarding small group, individual and peer-tutoripgrapproacheS,
students have:

a. 'little, if any, small.group work,: no individual work or peer-
,

tutoring (1)
,

b.* limited work with.small groups or individuals -f2)
c. some small group worli; individual work if time allows; limited

peer- tutoring (3)
d. some' small group; mostly individual work; peer-tutoring (4)
e. substantial amount of both teamwork and individual-attention (5,)

TEACHER COMPONENT

2,0 The teacher:

I

a., spends majori y of time in formal presentation tAclass (1)
b. spends much,o time in formal presentation, but encourages

. questions (2)

engages in some formal presentation, but encourages discussion (3)
-engages in minimal formal presentation, spending majority of time -

initiating discussions (4)
'e. engages in little or no formal presentation (5,6)

'2.1 The curriculum/lesson plans are:

\basedon instructor's outline: derived from textbook and" the same
`'or all students (1)

b. based-on instructor's outline, blit varied as f.' pace, strategy
and objectives - or a combination thereof (2,3,4)

c. based on an edu ator-produced curriculum glide, with strategy
and objective discussed with:-.3tudent /.5)

d. contracted/selected by student with ,Ihjectivez approved by
instructor (6)

regarding work with individuals and 'mail -roups,.the teacher:

a.' ,engages in limited work
'b. emphasites'small groups

,spc.nd^ majority u' time
d. spends majority of, time

The .,--t-eachg-r lm

with individual, E7 nd
, works with individ"a1.3 if
with individuals anl

indip4i1-1,; (6'

sole purv-...,yor of knowledm (1,11

'1ar4e1v that of manager of learning Activit
*
dia,-nostician, tutor and manager or lerlminr (6)

,t

grouT,; (1,2)
time permits (3)
;.,y ,up:.) (4,5)



INSTRUCTIONAL .60NTENT COMPONENT

,3.0 Instructional objectives

a. related solely to_teecher activities and.the same for all
students (1)

b. related to teacher activities,. IA Somewhat flexible as 6
-- differences in student learning style (2,3)
c. related lb studeneskilIs as determined-by a.pre=test (4)
d. pre-determined, but negotiated on ah individual basis (5)
e. negotiated and discussed (6)

,3.l Instructional content-is: /
A

-

a. uniformly selectedand presented to all students by instructor
only (1)

b. uniformly selected and presented to all stmt.-pis with some $u=
torialhelp (2)

c. uniformly selected and presented to all students, but flexible'
, to activities (3)

.d. individUally prescribed foil each student by instructor (4)
e. jointlaisthblished by-teacher and student (5,6)

3.2 Special needs students:

at have diff4ulty fitting into the program design (1)
b. have minimal variation in program (in regard'to pace only) (2)
c. are-accommodated by variations in pace and strategy (3)
d.. are accommodated by adtiddividualized prescription (4)
e. are accommodated'thcough joint establishment/discussion of

strategy (5)
f. are accommodated through joint establishment/discussion of
II strategy-andobjectivss-(6)

StUdent performance is tested py:

64.

. ,

..,
.,.

a.

.

,compartson with other students'
.

performances (norm-referenced)(l,2),
b.

,..f.--

comparison'with minimum competency standards (crilterton-referenced)(3; t!

. ,

6

3,4.*The instructor's method of grading is:

a. -.traditionaf (letter or-numerical grade) ay
traditionat, with some consideration given' o
students (2)
piss/fail usually. converted to norm gradi
school policy, (3t41

pee/WI needs

to accommodate

11, pass/fail-- may_or May not be converted .(to accommodate s8hool
rpolity)(0)1

.1

Jr%



3.5 Course content:

a 6 is not revised on a regular basin (1)
b. s modified to meet group competency needs (2)
c. p °vides lim edalternatives for. student differences

.is resdnib `for individual student by teacher (4)
e: is prescribed for.individual student by teacher with student

input (5)
f. is selected by student with teacher approval and- dance (6)

13)

3.6 Instructor diagnostic and prescriptive measures are:

a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

not currently parts of your program (1)
minimally used to 'determine pace (2)

used to determine- -pace and strategy (3)
provided for each student with regard to pace, strategy and
objectives-,(4,5)

provided forand diicussed with each student (6),

3.7 EvaluatiOn techniques are:

A. .limited in method and teacher-accomplished(1,2)
b. varied in method and teacher-accomplished (3) ,

c. varied in method, teacher - accomplished, but student
evaluation is encouraged (4,5)

d. varied and jointly agreed to between teacher and student (61

self-
A

`3.8 Recordkeeping is:

a.

b.

c.

di

rank book type, teacher-accomplished (1
adjusted to accommodate learning styles
adjusted to accommodate learning styl ,

but student access assured (3,4)
student - maintained, teachealidated (5

3.9 Performance feedbadk is accomplish d:

a.

b.

c.

d.

teacher-accomplished (2)
teacher- accomplished,

,6),

by group review only (example: topts),(1)
individually, only when student is having problems (2,3)
individually, on A regu,lar basis (TIME - BASED) (4,5)
individually, on a regular basis (PERFORMANCE.BASED) (6)

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPONENT

4.0 The course schedule is:

I

a: pre - determined and regulated (1)

b. pre-determined and regulated with minimal variation for pace
differences (2)

c. flexible (3k
4 .(continued on following page)
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d.- varied according to.individual prescription (4)
e. dictated by instructional units (5)
f. determined,by outcome of negotiated activities*(6)

4.1 Students:

a, all do ;he same thing at the same time (1)
b. may oemay not do the Spe thing at the same time (2,3)
c. work mostly in small'groups or on an individual basis, deter-

mined by tevher or curriculum guide (4,5)
d. work mostly on an individual basis, determined by objectives (6)

t
4.2 Regarding resources:

I

.

.

a. usage is teacher-determined and limited in variety (1,2)
b. alternative resources are available; but usage is teacher-

determiqed (2)

c.: extensive alternative resources are available to student
with teacher approval (4,5) J

d. extensive alternative resources are available to student as set
,forth in teacher=student Contract (6) '

i

MEDIA COMPONENT

'5.0 Textbook usage can best be described as:

a. single text predominates (1)
b. textbook with supplementary print materials (2,3)
c, programmed texts/(4)
d, alternative printed materials (5,6)

5.1 Non -print media is:

a.. limited in use (1,2,3)
.

b. used to sUpple9eftt programmed texts (4)
c. used extensively and related. to objectivps (5,6)

5.2 Use of media materials is:

a. teacher-controlled (1,2,3,4)
b. teacher-identified but student - controlled

24
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM irl,
, .

Pace Sante ter ill students!
Strategy determined by ii ,Istruo-
Objebtives tor . , Q

. .

1416
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM #2

Pace - Varied by tnstruator

., Objectives by instructor -
Strategy 3, Same for all students/determined

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM: LEVVAIINDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

thimugmaaaggimb: es

Pace 3, Varied by Instructor ,
Stree tv
Oblrvyes - Same for elI students/determined

by instructor

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM #4

Pace -" Student-determined [In given tratneearki
Strategy Varied and determined
Objectives) by instructor' t,*

1.0 Looks to acher for all
learning a tivities:

1.1 Looks to reacher forpantity/
quality standards'

1.2 Self-expressiOn limited

1.3 Previous eiperiedte/knowledge
not a determining factor

.1.4 Little recognition of special
abilities/deficiedhies

1.5 'Little, if any sm441 group
work; no individual work or
peer tutoring

1.0 'Progresses through requited learning
activities

_1.1' Looks to teacher for quantity/quality
standards; pace somewhat flexible

1.2 Selfsexpression limited

1.3 Previous experience /knowledge not a deter-
mining factor

1.4 Special abilities/deficiencies recognized;
minimally incorporated into program

1.5 Limited work with small groups/indiViduals

1.0 Progresses through varied required learn-
ing activities
Looks to teacher for quantity/quality
standards; pace/strategies'nore flexible

1.2 "Self - expression encouraged

1.3 Previous experience/knowledge utilized
in determining learning strategies

1.4 Special abilities/deficiencies incorpor-
ated into strategies

1.5 Some small group work, limited peer
tutoring, individual work if time allows

1.0 Varied learning activities determined 11
pre -teat indicating needed skills

1.1 tookso teacher for quality/quantity
steedgids; self-paced in teacher-estab- -
lished framework

1.2 Selfnexpression encouraged

1.S Previous experienceAnowledge essential
for etermining strategies /objectives

1.4 Special abilities/deficiencies determined
by pre-test,

1.5, Peer tutoring, self-correction and limited
- self-ptescription encouraged; small group
'used, but mostly individual

2.0 Majority of time spent leatur-
ing to entire group

2.1 Use of teacher oialine/lesson
plans, prepared from textbook

2.2 Limited work -with individuals/
small groups

2.3 Functions as sole puiveyor of
knowledge

2.0 Mostly arge group lectures: questions
encouraged

2.1 Use of teacher outline/lesson plans; some
individualization as to pace

2.2 Limited Fork with individuals/small groups

2.3 Functio as sole purveyor of knowledge

2.0 Some large,group lecture, questions/dis-
cussion

2.1 Use of teacher outline; variation in
pace/strategy

' 2.2 Emphasis on small groups; works with in-
dividuals if time permits

2.3. Functions largely' as manager of learning

2.0 Minimal lecture, teacher-initiated dis-
cussion

2.1 Use of teacher outline; variation,in
strategy/objectives

2.2 Time spent tutoring individual students/
small groups

2.3 Functions largely as manager of learning

3.0 Instructional objectives re-
lated to teacher activities

3.1 Uniformly selected /presented
to all students

3.2 No method(S, to handle special
needs students

3.3 :Performance compared'to other
students (norm-referenced)

3.4 Traditional grading

3.5 Lithe, if any, revision of
course content_ "3

3.0

3.1

3.2

Instructional objectives related to teacher 3.0
activities, but flexible 4
Uniformly selected/presented to all stu- 3.1
dents; some tutorial help
Minimal variation for special needs students 3.,2

3.3 Performance compared to other. students
'(norm- referenced)

Traditional grading; some consideration for
special needs students

3.5 Content adjusted to group competency needs

Minimal use of instructor diagnosis/pre-
seription for individualizing pace

P
Evaluation techniques limited, teacher, -
accomplished

3.6' No presence of instructor dieg- 3.6
nosishreacriptionlor fn ivid- _ _

ualizing*
3.7 Evaluation techniques lirfaited 3.7

in method,. teacher- accomplished

3.8_ Recordkeeping is rank book

type;teacher-accomplished
3.8 Recordkeeping adjusted for learning styles;

teacher-accomplished

3.9 Performance feedback 04,:roup 3.9
review only

PerforMance feedback by group review;
spectffl problems handled individually

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

Instructional objectives related to stu- 3.0
dent-teacher activities, but flexible
Uniformly selected/presented to students; 3.1

flexible as to activities
Special needs students accommodated by 3.2

variation in pace and strategy

PerforMance compared to minimum competen- 3.3
cy standards (criterion-referenced)
Pass/Fail usually converted to norm 3.4

grading (to accommodate school policy)
Limited' content variation 3.5

Increased instructor diagnosis/prescrip- 3.6
tron toineVidualize strategies

Evaluation techniques varied; teacher-
accomplished

Recordkeeping adjusted to accommodate
learning styles; teacher-accomplished,
student access assured
'Performance feedback by group review;
special problems, handled individually

Instructional objectives related to student
skills,determined by pre-testing
Prescribed for each student by instructor

Special needs students automatically accom-
modated by individualized prescription.

Performance compared to minimum competency
standards (criterion-referenced)
Pass/Fail uteally converted to dorm gradi4
(to accommodate schoql policy):
Content matched tb student needs by teacher

InstruCtordiagnosea/writes prescription to
meet studenteLes

3.7 Evaluation,techniques varied; teacher-accom-
`plished, student evaluation encouraged

3.8

3/9

Recordkeeping 'adjusted to accommodate

learning styles; teacher-accomWshed, stu-
dent access assured 1 -

Performance feedback on sch ed basis for
individuals; emphasis on tiiab base

4.0 Course schedule pre-determined 4.0
and regulated s

4.1 All students do same thing at - 4,1
same time

4.24 Resources teacher-determined

Course schedule pre-determined/regulated;
minimum variation for pace differences

All students may/may not do same thing at
same time

4.2 Limited alternative resourcpa, teacher-
determined

4.0 Course schedule flexible, based on var-
iations in strategy/pace

4.1. Increase of small group/individual acti- 4.1

vities
4.2 Alternative resourcesteacher-determined

4.0 Course schedule varied according to indi-
vidual prescription
Most activities small group/individual

4.2 Extensilre alternative resources determined
brteacher

5.0 Single textbook predominates
Non-pript media limited

5.2 Media teacher-controlled

5.0 TextbOok/supplementary print materials
.5.1 Non-print media limited

5.2 Media teacher-controlled

5.0 Textbook/supplementary print materials
5.1 Non-print media limited

5.2 Media teacher-controlled

25

5.0 Programmed texts
5.1 Non -print media used to supplement pro-

grammed.texts '
5.2 Media teacNer-controlled 4
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM 06

P000 - Determined bbyy student Pace -`. - Determined by student
=g-an Nowtlatedld . strategy - Provided by activity description of

o - Datirmined by educator-produced goals and teacher guidance
curriculum guide; but crosses discussed Tective- ,NegotiatedIdIscussed

-,;
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM 06

.o

1.2

Varied learning activities, student/in- 1.Q
structor negotiated
Quality,standards written into curriculum, 1.1
expressed in terps of compecencies,.quan-
city standards negotiated; self- pacing
Self-expression encduraged/required 1,2

.3 Previous experience meabured, program 1.3
adjusted accordingly

.4 Special abilities/deficiences diagnosed, 1.4
.incorporated into strategy by negotiation

1.5 Substantial amount of teassmrk with other
-students; individual attention

),
Varied learning activities negotiated,
tasks agreed upon
Student aware of performance standards _

(quality), parti4iipates in choosing learning
Materials /goals; self-pacing
Self-expression necessary/integral to
program
Student enters program at level commensur-
ate with previous,experience/knowledge
(open entry)

,Special abilitiestteficiencies diagnosed/
negotiated for strategies

1.5 Mostly team/individual work

2,0 Little formal presentation

2.1 Use of curriculum guide; strategy/objec-
-tives discussed with students

2.2 Time spent tutoring individual students/
small groups

2.3 Functions as manager of learning

2.0 No formal presevation

2.1

2. 2

Contracted or selected, teacher-approved
objectives
Works mostly on an individual basis

2.3 Functions as diagnostician, tutor, manager
of learning

3.0 Instructional objectives pre-determined,
but negotiated on an Individual basis j

3.1 Jointly established by teacher /student

3.2 Special needs students accommodated
through joint establishment/discussion
of strategy .

3.3 Performance compared to minimum coop ten.
cy standards (criterion-referenced)

R.4 Pass/Fail many/may not be converted to
to norm grading (to accommodate policies)

3.5 Content matched to individual need by
teacher /student

3.6 Diagnostic/prescriptive measures' directly
associated 41th curriculum guide objec-
tives

c:8

.7 Evaluation techniques varied, teacher-
.

:::douplished, student evaluation encour-
aged
Recoidkeeping adjusted to accommodltg
learning styles; student- maintained,.
teacher validated '

3.9 Individual performance feedback on
Scheduled basis; emphasis on time base

.3.0 Instructional jectives ne,gotia.ted and

discussed
3.1 Content flexibl in methods/activities

through teacher'- tudent contract
3.2 Special needs students accommodated through

joint establishment/discussion of objectives
and strategies

3.3 Performance compared to minimum competency
standards (criterion-referenced)

3.4 Pass/Fail may/may not be- converted to norm
grading (to accommodate school policy)

3.5 Content selected by student, teacher appro-
val/guidance

3.6 Diagnostic/prescriptive approach included
In negotiation,coatrect

3.7 ivaluation techniques varied, jointly agreed
to by student/teacher

3.8 .Recordkeeping adjusted to accommodate learn-
_

ing styles; student-maintained, teacher -
validated

3.9 Individual performance feedback on scheduled
basis; gmphasison performance, base

J

4!0 Course schedule dictated by instructional
units t

4.1 Mostly small group/individual actiVities,
' but determined by curriculum guide

4.2 Extensive alternative resources available
with teacher approval .N.

.

4.0 Course schedule determined by-outcome of
negotiated activities

4.1 All small group/individual activities

4.2 Extensive alternative resources available
as set forth in teacher-student contract

.0 Alternative printed materials
Nam-print media extensive,, related to
objectives
Media teacher-identified, student-con-
trolled

5.0 Alternative printed materials
5.1 Non -print media extensive, re ated to ob-

° jectives
-5.2 Media teacher-identified, studeft controlled

. 4
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TEACHER- DEPENDENT STUDENTS
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A

ISSUES IN DEVELOPING INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

If you took the opportunity to complete the Identification System,

you probably have made same decisions about the potentiaitfor furthqr de-

velopment of individualitation in your program.

Instructors who have developed individualizing of classroom and/or

laboratory instruction agree that many issues must be faced and solved.

Some of these issues, such'as the need for administrative support, limited

Funds, a well-organized curriculum and a variety of student problems;- exist
7

whether the program is individualiZed or not. Other issues, such as cJass-

room management, instructor planning time or facility requirements, are

. .

unique -- mainly because the philosophy oil individualizing instruction re-
-.

. quires instructors tOclook at these problems in a new way.

. .

The.next two sections of the handbook are devoted to a discussion of
_..... ,

these issues. Section IV Is offered, to you on the premise that success

in individualizing is based upon - e establishment-of a well- defined cur-'

riculum. Section V is designed to aid you in solVing many of the other

issues that can determine the Success or'faiaureof -youii efforts.



ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

Gaining administrative support for the instructional changes pro-

posed by an instructor requires.a total understanding of the administra-

tive structure of the schOol system. Much caution should be taken not

to by-pass any link in the "chain of commandc." A bruised ego or hurt pride

can result iti,an unfavorable respohse to your 'request.

Once you have determined the proper avenue to take, your primary
-

concern should-be to make siire you are organized in your approach. You
=

/

need not 'have the total program intact and ready to go, but you should

have the process and direction set very clearly in your mind. Be prepared

to answer questions such as these:

0

Will the change:

1. be able to fit into the existing school-wide schedule?

require additional personnel?

increase the budgetary needs?

4: increase the effectiveness of your program?

5. require additional space? .

r

Your enthusiasm, commitment and credibility will most likely be the

primary faptors determining the outcome of,your request. Donq, beabrasive

or hostile ih your approach.

The next factor to concern yourself with is,the financial support

available to you, realizing that most school district budgets are prepared

a,year in adVance. As the cost of an individualized program, especially
A°

' during the implementation years, can be great, it is wise to haVe a phasing--

in plan over a period of time.

35
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-

-
eYou t experience a level of fratration if your Nroposal.is-not

-----#.e:
4 ..

accepted in total, Don't say, "I've tried," and drop it
f

iat that point.

Yo4 can begii4gradualllyimplement your ideas. (See Implementation
v

/
Process.) Once yOu canshow success, financial Support mill come. To

spend more time going over strategies for gaining'financial'Support at

this time would only confuse the real issue. Do you have ,the commitment?

FACILITY USAGE (STUDENT SPACE)

a

Once the decision has been made to individualize a program, the

efficient -use of space m1st be considered. In most cases, the resource

area becomes the backbone of the program. Therefoie, it is extremely im-

portant that materials are kept organized and that-the general atmosphere

of the area is condcive to learning.

If a resource area is to be used, Where will t be located?
fi

a. In the individual claSsroom?

b. In the school library?

In-a separate resource room/

d. In a departmental resource room?

Anyone of-the above mentioned locations will satisN the need for-an

area to house the resource materials. Before selecting one of thesp areas,

consider some of the following items:

A. Location of the resource center

1. Is -it in a centrali.Y.located area?

2. Is it readily available to the students fromyour class?-

B. Internal structure

1. Can materials easily be located in the area selected?
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2.- Da you need a.quiet area?

3. Do you ne d an area where audio-visual materials can be used?

C. Supervision ;

r

1. Ii a person available-to assist students in locating materials?

2. Is a person available to monitor students while they are in

the area?

3. Is a person available to organize and catalogue boaterials?

critical to the successThe right answers to these questions

4r your individualizing effOrts

can be

The physical layout of the classroom will be determined by the in-°

structional activates; that is, whether you will be using work stations,

f

$nall and/or large group instruction, resource areas, or whatever combina-

tions will be appropriate for ur program.

PLANNING TIME

Planning students' individual programs and the use of student time

should begin with exercises designed to familiarize the instructor with

each of the students. Such tools as questionnaires, cheaklist nd per-

sonal interviews may be.used. Students', past experiences, interests, needs

and gal can then be determined; and _individual program direction maY be

suggested on this basis.

To nitially ease your students into their programs, while also doing

the planning, the instructor might encourage'students to setup their

C.rork plans. This allows the instructor time towork with each student in

the negotiating of a plan of work, The student's program will then become

the result of the student's choice and the instructor's guidance. This

30



method also allows the instrudtor some tine to become acquainted with

students, that is, their abilities and

strategies that will work best for the

Once the contract or plan of work

the relationship to the pace and

individual student.

has been established, the respon-

sibility for learning'and meeting deadlines then rests with each student.

The need for a change in plans or contracts may become evident as the in-

structor)increases in his or her perception of each student. Appropriate

changes can be negotiated as needed.

SCHEDULING
A

,-- It is important to introduce students to an individualized system of.

instruction with a rationale for it. Instructors often emphasize the im-

portance of the subject matter covered in the course. In the same respect, .

the "whys" individualizing should be clearly' explained.i

Realizing that individualized instruction does not preclude large

group instruction, this method may be used to introduc tudents

to the 'mechanics of_the system. An instructor-directed. session of the

"hows" may be gresented. In some instances, however, immersing students

immediately and step-by-step.may be more effective. Oncea plan of work

has been established, the student can program independently with

the instructor assuming the.roles of guide and resource person. Students

learn to explore resources and rely upon them in place of the instructor

for solutions to problem-solving activities.

To increase classroom organization, students might submit their acti-

vity"plans, for either a day or several days, in advance to the instructor.
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This allows ,the instructor time to review resources, prepare demonstrations,

organize evaluatigns, and so forth. If daily recordkeeping is

by each learned instructor planning time will be free to be.use

preparations.

Large and smel grouping should be used in conjunction with individual,

self-paced work in order to add variety to the daily schedule and promote

student-to-student interaction on a wider scale.

To insure that instructor and studeht time is being used to. its maxi-

mum effective value, a constant student monitoring process has to be in-

stituted. This provision will remove the gray zone of low student moti-

vation.

EaCh independent activity should have built-in checkpoints negotiated

in the original work plan. The number and detail of checkpoints should

be determined by the instructor's perceptions 9f each student's self-reli-

anoe and/or the difficalty of the activity.

RESOURCE SELECTION

In selecting appropriate resources for use by students, an instructor's

exposure to all available resources and a thorough knowledge of all students

is required. Resources should be available to serve the needs of varying

ability levels of students as well as their best learning styles.

Each area of learning should offer students,a variety of ways by

which to learn: reading, listening, viewing aul;so forth. In order to

maintain the use and effectiveness of all resources, it is important that

the instructor develop a system for continuously integrating, new resource
*
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materials into the curriculum. It also may be necessary for anlinstrucr

to create-resources to Meet the heeds Of some students.

To prom to positive learning experiences,
.

it is the responsibility

of the instructor to direct each student to. resources at the appropriatt

level of learning. Students will then prefer to choose the method by
4

Whid34 they most enjoy gaining information.

IMPLE!ENTATION PROCESS
4

The implementation of an individualized program does not ha:k to be

an all-or-nothing situation. Often, it is necessary to move in the

direction of individualization without totally disrupting the existing

program.

In many cases, it is possible tqiuse programmed texts and other types

of packaged instructional programs as the first step toward the individu-

siltation of instruction. This method can be used for a very short in-

-structional unit to get an-idea of how4theOtudents will react to a non-
,

teacher-directed experience. There is a very strong possibility that the
J

initial 'reaCtion on the part of the students will be that they would rather

.c
go,back to the old teacher-directed methods. Take some time at this pRint

to explain in wore detail the rationale for your change in direction, and

now the students will benefit from the experience,

As you become more-comfortable with this type of instruction, expand

to include longer'anits of time. At this point, you should startnoticing

the sub-grouping patterns of the class; and the need for an individualise;

evaluation process will= ecome quite evident. You lqkgd also notice that



iomegroups
\

not yet achieved t

another decision.

finishing up with the units, while other groups have

nimal set standards. ThiS'is the time'to'make

up' or do you want

. .

new areas? If you

Doyou want to let the remainder of the groups catch

to let the students who finish first continue into

choose to let the students go into new areas, then

inaiviaualized instruction continues to grow toward a

individualized program.

continuous progress



BREAKING THE TEACHER-DEPENDENT STUDENT SYNDROME

, n

Dependent students are those who rely heavily on instructors And

others, not4erely as sources of information, but also as guides,for each

step in the learning process. 'The student wants to de little,- if any,

decision-malabg. How can a student be held responsible,for or her

actions if that student'never'makes the. initial decision? Yo an't fail

if youfdon't attempt something on your own. You can easily b ame a failure

on others if they have directed-you.

A student will often rely on peers for direction by waiting to see

what the Peer-will do'before attempting a task by him or herself. The stu-
t

de es ,not tviist his or her own judgment apd needs-to.look to others

,wh6; ppear to 4e more able. This heavy reliance'often makes instructors

feel as if they or the self-reliant peers are doing all the work.

How break the dependent student syndrome to get students working

and keep them working?

You.don't label them as "lazy". or "cReaters." ,You also don't insist..

that they "Can do the work, 2 juSt won't try." Yaw. teaching techniques

, *, ,

should emphasize*choices and decision-making which can lead to success.,

The student should participate in the selection off' activities and

work from a level' determined by instructor-made tests and negotiations to
0 ..

1 tt

meet mutually agreed-to.student-objectives.
Activities or jobs can be ir-

, ,

-.- 4
! / .

ranged so that each student mint followthis or her own 'set of directions.

A.The instructor can review/choices or decisions asittley are made, but it is
O ,

I

crucial to avoid correction or the implication.that4,he way that-has been
6 ..J - , : 6
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chosen by the student is "wrong." If what you want to foster is the inde-

pendent decision-making process, the student must be allowed to explore

and make mistakes in a non- critical atmosphere.

Fostering independent decision-making is what this section is all

about. In it, we will explore some causes of the dependent student -syn-

drome, some approaches to foster success and the important skills of

negotiating and contracting. The section will end with an explanation of

some of the types of rewards for motivation.

CAUSES

rittIt is very tempting for an rector to fall into a helping, parenting

.

role with a student. The ver nature of the teaching role can call for it..
00

4

Students, themselves, are often begging to be "reacued." Often, they are

helpless "victims." They "don't understand" or can't get started on a task.

Some*of the understandable reasons for their attitude of helpless-
,

ness are listed below:

1. They are handicapped and don't see themselves are being capable.

2. They have a poor self-image and age victims of a self:-fulfilling
prophecy. People don't expect th4itoiroduce or succeed, and
consequently,,they don't. lx

They have been coddled and soled by parents and others in .

. their lives who, through either good intentions or guilt, have
`not let. them become responsible.

They often have,a long history of failure and hence fear new
undertakings.

5. They feel*unsure and stupid and.need constant reassurance.

6. They are unfamiliar with equipment, vocabulary, class procedures
or and instructor expectations.

4
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APPROACHES TO FOSTER SU5ESS

Thebasis for student dependency seeils.not only to be helplessness,
. . .

gut also lack of:tonsciousness of the possibility of success, lack of re-v

,sponsibie behaVior andtlack of a clear attainable model.

Initially,quality and independent work are not as important as simply

starting and following through. Youlshould prepaPe refully organized

directions that the student can-see, read and even repeat orally to the

instructor.

If a student does have trouble, sheior he can return to a previous

step and re-attemptit before asking fOrhelp. Asking for help is a good

idea. Its just the over-reliance on it that yOu want, to discourage. ,You

will find that any evidence of success will lead to a'Aesire to try again.

Whatcan you do to encourage,the continued success of your students?

You can design very small, short term objective'S for the.,,iudent with, spe-

,

cific benchmarks to earn a grade or reward, not get a '!gift." Just as-a4
'44

skier must master the beginner slOpe. Core_zoititc on ti the intermediate

Y

or advanced ones, a student needs to mastereasy skills first. Rewards for
t

success at each level should be tied into the negotiated performance -based

activities.

As success come, however, yob can dull out the aids or-props slowly.
I -

Your role is to help the student, not only by giVing information, but by
2

guiding the student toward indegend9poe and reasonable behavior.
5,1

How can-au include success an4,good models without causibg yourself
t I

its

a lo/b,of extra work? How can you get better work and perhaps even more

siwork from students who are not Oroducine .

. .

. : ..

Have a dependeht student work with another student on a rotating buddy



.

system where. course credit may be earned for peer teaching. Another abler

student'can_fulfill many of your functions and also act as a checker for a

contract.: They helper Student can show how, but not do it for another stu-

dent., Thus, both helper apd ".helpee" learn from the joint process.

NEGOTIATING AND CONTRACTING FOR RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR

Negotiating

In negotiating quantity, grades, tests, make-up work and expectations,

you must have the student's input. Students need to be constantly en-
,

couraied express their strengths and weaknesses,and offer some alter-

natives. You can say,"How. much of this job do yoli think you can finish

this morning? I expect you to go right on by yourself."

Youcan offer choices of one thing or another. Best of all, you can

refrain from evaluating a student's choices. Instead of saying "that's

right" or "that's wrong", you might say, "Yes, that will do the job. What's

another (riot 'better') tool that might be easier or faster to use?"

tr
Cdntracting

Contracting is one of the best possible means, of validating the nego-

tiating pPocess. Contracting gives students control and responsibility.

You can have a standard contract form which students may fill out with or

without your help. Remember, t se are not necessary for all students,

but for those you want to motiv e toward independence. Especial. y in
.

....

N
....I.,ke-beginning, it is best .to aontracts for very short term qhanges.or

... ,

proje%tS with baps's checklist for checkpoints of_successt These check--
,

points may be for e ample, finishing layout, cutting pieces, checking .q
, k
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measurements and so -forth. The contract bay also aid in organizing the

student's thinking. It may be either written or oral.

Contracts may allow the opportunity to t ler.

re-neiptiate fo.r'a new choice. Making choices and decisions are very inv.,

portant competencies, torfrr-ter.

Some rules for contracting are:

,

1. Make sure that a Mutually agreed upon portion of the contract
can be reached in'a day or less, e.g.; the layout of a job.

2. Be systematic and do not suspend the'contract for special
reasons or circumstances. If the contract says five pages,
and you both agreed to it; offer means to complete the con-,
tract, such as getting outside help. If you want to modify,
write a new contract;

3. Be very specific about accomplishments through the use of
behavioral terms, if po.ssible. For, instance, "maintaining
good eye contact" and "asking questions" are more effective
than "paying better attention .;°

4. tsk for high quality work, to the limits.of the'individual.
It.is better to sacrifice quantity for quality. Do not
settlefor poor, hasty or sloppy work.

5. Contract r active behavior. Allow the student to check off
consultisg with other studentS, finkthing different parts of,
a projecWchecking against well-done work, and so on.
not productive to indicate that the student should "stop doing
sloppy work."

116. Make sure the contract objectives and terms are clear and
easily read by the student. If not, read them to the student.

7. What
A
happens when objectives are not met in the negotiated

time frame? Is this failure? Certainly nott, Objectives.'
include many variables and partial success can still. be
treated as success.

a

REWARDS
%

Why should a dep ndent student want to achieve some independence?

Why change a comforts le, familiar pattern? Desirable rewards are powerful

#

A rt
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motivators, Rewards can be offered for large anti small achievements. A

person who is afriid of the water should receive a reward for just getting
I .

t

- -

for motivation:

1. Social praise, complitents, smiles, approval

2. Material indentive: money food, tools

3. Point system convertable too free time pass to cafeteria

4.. Tillie to work on own pr cts or wo'ksh areas

5. Being-able to do a desirable job or task

6. Peer approval (as in having a special job-}`

7. Good reports-to parent6

In thinking over what you have read here, just remember that what you

are doing ±s creating a balance. On the one hand, you have the success and

positive results as a reaction to your praise'and attention. On the other

hand, you want students to develop their own good feelings for a job well-

1.1.4

done. Your job isjo decrease the attention without upsetting the desired.

end produCt -- *productivity.

%v.



WORKING WITH THE SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENT

As you work with special needs (handicapped and/or disadvantaged) stu-

dents, you will find yourself automatically proceeding to a higher level

of individualized instruction. Your role will immediately become that

of a diagnostician, tutor and manager of learning. With experience, indi-

vidual planning with-individual attention can become easy.

With students who are aware of their'own goals, quantity and expecta-

tions will naturally vary. The student's reading, writing, motor or memori-

zing abilit will exist in very different degrees by the time you meet him

or her in a vocational setting. Th efore, you have different'expectations

and goals for students. according to their ability.

Modifications of goals and materials are cpntingent on an open student=

teacher relationship. Negotiate and evaluate goals constantly to nave the

student work at the level yoU feel he or :she is capable of-. At the same

time, negotiate for alternative level and types of performance to prevent

frustration and loss of motivation. Although negotiation is time-consuming,

it 11;.ps to keep co cation lines open and motivation high.

Many instructors who worm with special needs students do not realize

that their efforts and hard work.now will result in substantial savings for

everyone concerned in the long run. Social rehabilitation or.a'sense of

personal failure on the part of a student is far more costly-than the time

or energy it will9cost you to help avoid such outcomes. You can 41 it!

There are many academic and'vocational instructors who modify their

teachingstyles when dealing'with students who have Weak reading or writing4.



skills, and never even -alize it! Some modifications that have met with

success are outlined the next few pages.

I "MO, 72

grade levels. 'To help match their differing abilities with your materials

you might consider some of these suggestions:

1. Evaluate the-readability (reading level) of all chapters
of a text, Tanual, pamphlet or handout.

2. Have available materials at many reading levels - from ele-
mentary to college level..

3. Record lectures.

'14

4. Have tecordings of texts available. These may be obtained
commefcially or have students record them for extra credit.

5. ReqUest easier-to-readfmaterials from publishing companies.

6, 'Texts that are easier to read at any reading level usually
have the following characteristics:

a. pages that have enough blank spacer so as not to be
confusing; this is especially true when there are
pictures or diagrams involved;

ID-. bold print or capital letters Or different colored
ink-for important subject headings.

c. vocabulary in bold print or defined on the same page
it is used or at the end of the chapter.

d: a glossary, and index - the glossary should include a
guide to pronunciation.

There are several different methods by which yon can determine the.

readability of instructional material. Check with the special needs-per-

sonnel of your school, your vocational director or yoUr State Department

of,Education consultant. Readability, is not at all difficult to determine

,,,

anCwirl save you and your students houfs of frustration and difficulty.
p

.

Readability s orliy one concern. Let's look now at the questions of

,.

goal setting, giving directions, preenting-material, note taking, vocabulary,

4.
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examinations, skill acquisition, behavior and evaluation and grading.

Goal Setting

Allow each student to experience success ,based on his or her ability
and, when necessary, modification of instruction. 9

Tell students precisely Wtiat you expect them to mdbortze or know.

Example: ' "You must memorize this procedure." "You don't have to

memorize this; you_will have the table to consult." T

Tell them precisely what you expect them to produCe.

See if they agree_that they can meet yourexpectationg.

. Tell the student each day or week that sepai,ate'and discrete goals

are expected.

Set up contracts With students who are not producing.

Establish short and long term goals for each stUdent based on-

-the student's ability and continued progress.

Decide-whether it is memorization or understanding that is more

important.

Emphasize quality or quantity; not bbth.

Giving Directions

Give only one or two directions at a time and check t6 make sure
that they are under'stood.

Ask students to put your directions.into their own words,.

. When there are written directions, try to make sure that each
section of an exercise has its own directions; even if this means
that you must duplicate them. .

. . Read. directions to the class.

Presenting.Material

If you cannot read a mimeographed handout of your own, think
about the student who has troubles without this added frustration.

Break dow/1 complex ideas and tasks into smaller comporbnt tasks.

u
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. When presenting material, re ain'a phrase or a sentence at a
tiode,and pause. Slow down to 55 words per minute (and save!).

Decide what prerequisite skills students need to successfully handle
the material presented. 'Do your students have them?

Write important phrases od the 'board as you say them. Seeing and
hearing at the same timeacts as a, reinforcement.

Note-taking `

Print information on one side of the board at a time...walk to
the other side and continue...come back to the first side and erase.
Then, start all over. This gives the student a chance.to copy as
much information as posSible. Make sure to print.- reach your groups
how 'to outline,'scan for key information and locate answers inthe
material.

Emphasize important material in some texts with,a Colored "hi-
lighter." Let your weaker students use the texts that you have
thus outlined:

Decide what material the student really must know and what material
must be memorized. If a student understands a concept, he or she will
retain it better thaD if it is simply memorized.

If students are required to copy outlines or long pasSages, either
frbm lecture or from the board, mimeographing the material helps.

It may be easier for the student to memorize material if.it is
mimeographed than just in lecture form.

It is helpful for the instruStor and the student to have the five
or ten main points of the lesson (phrases are enough) in front of
them during the,olass. 'Mimeograph and leave.plenty or room between
each heading for the student's notes. Instructprs might ask the
student' to keep these is a folder or notebook. This collection of
notes gives students with poor memory and ,poor organizational abil-
ities somethingto both organize their thinking and help them remember.

Outline the work for the entire week, day by day, including pages to
read, homework assignments, projects, and so forth.

Demand organization from the students; folders with pockets are cheap
and re- usable ,each term.

'Use "a student that you know is a good notetaker,for-getting information
toone who is not. Use carbon paper, xerox, etc.

.

Tape your lecture.
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It is often difficult for 'students with learning problems to gen7
erate a procedure operation on their own. It, is helpful to return
tb basic principles which are involved in,each new procedure.

Pictures in textbooks help the student to visualize and conceptualize).
However, it may be necessary to coordinate the picture with the part
of the text it represents. Color coding may be helpful in these cases.

It is impoPtant to associate symbol? with concrete examples. Flash
cards can be used-with picture examples.

Asking'students to visualize and possibly act out the steps in an oper-
ation may assist them in learning.

. The ability to read charts and graphs may be .a skill the student has
never acquired. It may ,belnecessary to teaeh this concept as a separ-

. ate skill.

Reviewing daily and go i back to already-learned ideas helps students
with learning difficul ies. It is surprising how fast students may
forget what they seemed to know well.

Vocabulary

Define terms in words as simply as possible. If one word in a defini-
tion is not understood, the whole meaning can be lost.

Use ceration definition. That is, "what is it Used fo r" can be most
,effective._ Remember to evaluate on this basis, too.

. Use the words in the context of the, job or other related afea so that
specific examples stimulate interest and motivate the student'to_learn
and remember. 'Make it funny Or absurd to-help memorizing. Example:
quenching treated steel makes it harder end "not thirsty." brew some
steel drinking.

Deal with new vocabulary by relating it to words and terms that have
already been learned.

Always place vocabulary in the context o a sentence or paragraph.

Have students put new vocabulary into their.own words and give

examples: "Tina'drew on the metal with a scriber."

If applicable, show the language root of the word, and divide the
syllables to pronunciation:

Example: py rom e er an instrument for measuring
Y'

every high degrees of heat, as
in a furnace or molten metal.

5
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f

"John measured the temperature of the furnace with a pyrometer."

Pyro = fire

--Examinations--

. Recognition is easier than recall. Can yOu evaluate this way?

. 'Avoid essay questions, especially when there are students in the class
with difficulties in writing effectively.

Meter = measuqng device

it

Keep language simae and directions short. Avoid sentence structure
whidh may be difficult to understand.

1'

. Keep directions short, and repeat for each section.

For fill-in questions, supply a word list. Students with-learning
difficulties often have worth-remembering problems. -They may know the
concept and be able tab recognize the word without being able to recall
or spell it.'

r
. For multiple choice, the longer component should be on the left and

the shorteron the right.

For worksheets dealing with essay answers, initially give page number
side questions. Gradually ease off one the numbering.

4
s*-4

Skill'Acquisition

. Doing things in sequence is often troublesome. Breaking down the se-
, quences.into smaller groupings may help.

. .There is often difficulty in understaridingbasic
directions such,as

deft /right, clockwise/counter-clockwise, and, turning things. It is
-better to use a fixed object in the room (windows, doors or other

machinery) that a student can remember, rather than the designations
"right" and "left." For example: "Move the wood toward the window."

ap
. , Occasionally, a student will have a problem,with the coordination

the right6and left hand, two- handed tasks, or tasks Involving one
-,hand for-safety while ehe other pushes. Hand and finger positions

could be pointed out, approximated and practiced. Tactile or other
clues for hand and f placement give extra help.

Tell 'a st

small ng.
when he or she does=something right, even when' t is a

Li
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Give praise for paying attention, eye contact, or other behaviors
that are important to you. These might include good attendance or-

getting along with peers.

Try to find a p rn to acting out behavior. Is it frustration with
a particular type of task..?- Ts-it the level of ,

in general? Is it related to being grouped with certain students?

. Does the student get attention through inappropriate behavior?

sIa the,studpnt,,dependent on your approval?

. Set viable, tangible goals to use as retards. Contract for them.

Set up a buddy system for check-ups and approval.

Evaluation and Grading

Ilse occupational readiness as a reward.

.- Use progress and record charts.--

. Try rewarding behaviors that are important (attendance, getting along
with people) with a definite number of, points toward the class grade.

'Reward affective behaviors like finishing.work and paying attention,

as well as cognitive*behaVior, like mastering course_ content.

The past few pages contain suggestions that instructors of special needs
..

..
. _ .

students have found to .beJlelpful They are),hers as points of reference for

you. If you are interested, the Resource Section lists several publica-
,

.,tions related specifically to Special needs students. In additicin, Ane,1111
. ,

ReCordkeeping and Evaluation components in the nO*t section of the handbook
. -

give examples Of techniques referred to here.
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SECTION V

STEPS To INDIVIDUALIZING A PROGRAM

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

.JOB FAMILY CLUSTERING

ANALYZING TANKS

CREATING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

ELECT I.NG i.EARN I I;G- EXPERIENCES .

0 DE411:6P I NG' EVALUATION TECHNIQUESI (WES
,

RECOIKEEPING pip FOLLOW-UP
I

PUTTING TIE CURRICULUM COMPONENTS TOGETHER
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DEVELOPMENT OF A WELL-ORGANIZEDCURRICULUM

Every in'tructor has a curriculum. The issue we are dealing with

here is its.usefUlness. That is, to whom is it useful?

'.Curriculum has two, purposes. Primarily, it should be a Olen or

road map that outlines the studept's and instructor's roles in the skill

deveioptent
/
process. ItTecond purpose is to.communicate to parents,

A..

iemployers, school leadership and the citizenry exactly what can, or is

to be accomplishe in the instructional program.

,

Sound difficult? It is! Most instructors recognize that developing'

'a good curriculum takes time,, trial and error and continuous revision.

This is especially so for thosgrof you interested in creating or im-

proving individualized instruction. Pace, strategies and Objectives that

will accwodate the needs of all students must be reflected in the curri-

culum.

*Difficult, yes -- impossible, no. This section of the handboo will .

describe how to- create the basic components of a well-organi ed curriculuM.

If you are an'experienced instructor, you have already dever.ped, to some

degree, the components that will be described. This unit should help you

to determine what components need attention in order to improve your cur-

riculum. . If you area .beginning or inexperienced instructor, it should

provide you with the information necessary to develop a workable, well-
.

ordered curriculum.

11
The4ollowing chArLentifies the components referred to abovehild

is ,di ded I1nto three parts:
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_

PART 1 - Components needed prior to constructing the'
dureiculum '(INPUT )..

PART 2 - Components needed to construct the curriculum (PLAN).

PART 3, - Components heeded to measure"and.docuMent the
*burreblum (OUTPUT):,

Each component is diAcussed in detail, And 4'designed to allow you

"hands on" exposure to produce and assemble each segment of the entire

curriculum. L4

I

sk

PLAN

I

5Q
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'NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

0

Vocational education has been described as ".the bridge between people

and work." Vocational Instruction,,therefpre, must equip students with

e skills necessary to allow,them job entry into their chosen field upon

completion of the program. Sudcessful instruction relies upon the asses-a

ment of three issues:

1., the employment needs of the communliy,'region and
nation t-AJOBS')`

g 2 #

2. the students',gptitudes, abilities, interests and
needs as related to deveiopihg selected occupational

. skills (PEOPLE)
o .

;3. the facilities and resources'in both the school and
- community to'aid .n accomplishing skill deelopment
in the identifiedccpational fielde(INSTITUTIONS).

Have,you ever addressed your program ihtlhis way? EVen if you lave,

.

how long ago was it?, It doesn't matter how well-developed your prpgram is
.

1 .-
4

at this105)int; a good needs assessment may indicate that you should be con-
. -9

sidering some-instructional changes.

To help you further, answer..the questionsreg ing needs assessment

on the follOwing checklist. If you answer no to any of the questions,

we would_refer you to The.Nex Hampshire Needs Assessment Handbook for

Vocational Education Planning, deVe1 4e4 in 1973 for instructors and ad-.
9

4

ministrators of New HampAire schools. It will provide you with,a detailed

process plan to accomplish the necessary needs assessment and is:available

through the Research Coordinating Unit, Vocational-Technical Division Of

theVew Hampshire State Department of Education. Each New Hampshire

t
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vocatioRaregter also has .a copy of this handbook.' Ask your Vocational

director where the handbook can be found in your center',

NEE ot ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

p

Current data are available and used in the development of your instruc-
.

tional program in the following areas :.

1,-- The, manpower requirement in your occupational field
4'or your community and/or region

2. =Student characteristics:.

4

a. current enrollments and projectiokis

b.. prerequisite learri,ing (English, "math, etc.)
c. 'special needS requirements
d- existencetof sex role stereotyping
e. attrition rates an causes
f. student interests,
g. educational aspirati ns

Population characteristics of the community and/orregion
being served:'

a. income

h. .higheit educationll level completed
c. population 'growth (rate of)

Follow-up surveys of previousigraduattes:

were student prepared to enter chosen s)
. number entering occupations

`5. Are facilities considered adequate.

-6. _Does an ,impovement plan exist?

Is an advisory committee, organized with validation_of
instruet4nal content assured? 1

ember, if you 'answered "no" to any of the above questi we

rbngl urge yod to get a copy, of the New Hampshire Needs ssessment Hand-

book-for Vocation4k.EducatiOn Planning. See your Vocation director for

a copy or write the State.liesearch Coopdinating Unit. The remainder oC

this 'section is i4ritten with the assumption that you will be able to
-.-

answer "yes" to all questions on the Checklist.
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JOB FAMILY

CLUSTERING, *

Mourning that-Needs Assessment relating to jobs, student character-,

istics and instruction capability has been accomplished, you need to de-

termine the 'range of training feasible in the. instructional program.

Job Family Clustering mean developing instructional content around

a series of occupational titles having a common skill, base.

Below is a list of the steps required to accomplish Job Family Clus-
0

-1tering. Information is provided to help you understand the significance

of each s p that is lasted. Worksheets and sample sheets are also pro-

vided o aid you in preparing your own cluster.

Job Family Clustering Process

ep 1 - Select the Job Family

What is the Title oryour prpgram?* Auto Services, Health
Occupations Office Occupations, Building Trades and Food-

.

Servfces are examples1 See Sa;uple Sheet #1.

Step 2 - Determip the Occupations in the Job Family

iJ
Using the following manuals, list all*occupations in the
job,family that are feasible for the instructional program.

A. Dictionary of Occupatiojr-ritleo (D.O.T.)
B. Vocational Education and Occupations
C. Occupational Outlook Handbook

See Sample Sheet #1.

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles can be found in most
,., school libraries. ,The two-volUme reference book contains
titles and descriptions for.thousands of occupations found
in the United States'. You.will find that a nine-digit num-
bering system is usedto identify each occupation.. As you
identify job titles from this source, also write the D.O.T.

s
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number and the page number where the'job description is
found..

.

NOTE: All D.O.T. numbers found on the various Sample -

Sheets in thelhandbook have been referenced from the
1969 edition of the D.O.T. .A new edition has.just been
.Published and-should be available to you in the near
future.

Vocational Education and Occupations can be acquired
from your vocational director or through the State
Department of Education consultant in your vocational
area.'This book 4s the U.S. Office of Education pub-
lication relating instructional programs to various

"D.O.T. occupations for which vocational training pro-
grams exist throughout the United States. Each occupa-
tion is placed in a program category and a number is
assigned to each program.-,

Occupational Outlook Handbook is the U.S. Department
of Labor publication that predicts job trends for most
major occupational fields throughout the thlited States.

When the list'is complete, relate your job needs infor-
Mation developed in the Needs Asseisment component to
your list. "Determine whether each occupation will be
included in Your program. Write "yes" or "no".next
to each occupation.

Step 3 - Organize Occupations According td Job Entry Level

Divide the listed occupations into three categories:
Low, Middle and Upper Job Entry levels. Use D.O.T.
numbers for each occupation. Write the categorized,
occupationai titles on Worksheet #2. See Sample Sheet #2.,

The cluster should contain successful skill develop-
ment for students in a wide ability level. By de-
veloping a program that has a varied complexity in
the skill base, a wide variety of students can be
served.

Step 4 - Determine Occupations to be Included in Your Program

Review the materials gathered in the NeedsAssessment
concerning regional employment needs, student interest

-and aptitudes and institutional' training facilities.

Apply this information in selecting three to five.(this
will vary) occupations in each of the three Job Entry
categoriesyou listed on Worksheet #2. - Circle these
occupations on Worksheet #2. See Sample Sheet #2.
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SAMPLE SHEET 1
Job Family Cluttering .

Step 1
Select the Job Family

Step 2

Detirmina Occupationin the Job Family

1

Job Family: Auto Mechanics'

,Occupational Ti le
In Program

Ai

D.O.T.

Number
"U.S.O.E
Number

D.O.T.

Job Description
Page Number

Service Rep. Auto Mf '191.168 04.03 . 639

Salesperson Auto Retail 280.358 VO4.03 615\,,,

Auto Appraiser Retail 299.287 04.03 17

Service Station Attndant 915.867 04.16

..

33

Tire RepairPerson
915.884 17.03 741

Mechanical Maintenance Person 620.281 14611", 17.03 460

Auto. Radiator Repairperson 620.381
,

17.0303 -
.

.

33
4

AutO Parts Specialist 223.387 17.03
..

33

Pump Attendant 915.867 17.03 33

Car Wash Supervisor 915.137 04.03 104

Brake Specialist 620.281 17.0303,
. .

73

Auto Electrician 825.281 17.03 240

Air Conditioning Mechanic 620.281 17.01 s. 8
..

Gasoline Engine Repairperson 625.281 17.31 327

New Car Get-Ready Specialist 806.381 17.03 491

Lubrication Specialist . 915.887
.

I

17.03 ,444
.

Automotive Mechanic Apprentice 00481. . 17.03 33

Tune-Up Specialiit .

.
620.281 17.0303 763

Transmission Mechanic 620.261 , 17.0303 753

Front End.Specialist 620.281 17.0303 317

Auto Tester 620.281 17.0302 . 33

-Auto Accessories Installer
l

806.884

,

17.0303 32

Used Car Renovator
-

620.884.

915.876 D
'-. 17,0,

4

A
769

ta'



WORKSHEET 1

Job Family Clustering

Step 1

Select the Job Family

'Step 2

Determine*Occupatfons in the Job Family

\)

Job- Family

.

.

'Occupational Title.
In Program .

,

D.O.T.
Number

.

.

U.S.O.E.
Program .

Number

.

D.O.T.-

Job Description
Page Number

"..

.

.

/

.

x

.

.

'

.,....-

.

-

.

.

.

f

..

I

.

.

.

l

.

,

.
.

ti

.

.

,

.

-

.

.

.

),

.

A

.

L

`too

,..,

.

,
, .

'

.

.

%



SAMPLE SHEET 2
Job Family C]ustering

Step 3

Organize Occupations according to Job Entry level

Step 4

Determine Occupations to be includedin your program

S ,I -

Entry . Occupational D.O.T. U.SO.E.
level Title Number, Number

,

1. Service Sta. Att. 915.867 04.16
2. Tire Repair- Person 915.884 17.03

LOW 3. Lubrication Spcc.. 915.887 17.03
. 4. Pump Attendant 915.867 17.03

-

.

5. Car Wash Supervisor

vi,

- )

915.13

,

04.03

.

"1. Service Sta.' Mechanic 620.381 17.03
2. Brake 620.281 17..0303

MIDDLE 3. Auto Pa s Specialist 223.387 ,'"). 17..03 .

4.- Front End SpeCialist 620.281 17.0303

//.

. 5. Tune-Up Specialist 620.281 17.0303

- -,

...

-1.
it

.--#

1. Auto` Electrician 620.281 17.03

2. Apprentice, Mechanic 80.281 '17.63
3. Transmiision, Mechanic 620.281 17.0303

UPPER 4. Air Cond. Mechanic 620.281 17.01
5. Mechanical Maintenance

-I
%

. Person 620.281 17.03

.

. ,..
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Step 3 .

-Organize

140IUKSHEET 2

JOb Family Clustering

r-
Occupations according to Job Entry level

' Step 4j
Determine OccupatApns to be intluded in your program

-

J

,

.

Entry
level

,

/
.

Occupational
Title

D.O.T.

Number -.

.

US0E
Number_

,

.

. .

LO

,

. .

MIDDLE

-

^`

UPPER

,

,

*

,

,

.
.

.

.

-

_

.

.

,
t

--

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

_ .

.

.

,

r ot-. Y. t,

.

-..

.

.

.

.

...

_ -

-

.

.

M=

...

_

1

,

.

..--

0

,

,

-..

.

.

.

;.-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.-

,

...

.

.

r.

,.

r

.

.

.
,

.

..

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

,
'
.

.

-

_--.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.\

,

.

.

;

-.:,1

4

.

,

?

.
,

7

..-

,

.

,

.

,

,

,...

.

,

,

,

,

f

'

.

.

,"

,
.

,

.

.

.,

,

,

1

,

.

.

.

,.

,

.

,
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ANALYZING.

TASKS

A task is a unit of work that is part of the total job rIppQnsibility.

0c,
A task statement is the written description of the actual work performed._

. The skills training that you wish to achieve in an instructional

program should be based upon the skills required for job entry in -any

given occupation. The skills are reflected in four levels:

Level 1 Duties . Major sub-divisions that have distinct identities
within the overall job. A DUTY of an auto mechanic,

for example, is an engine tune-up. Duties are com-

posed of several distinct tasks.

a

Level 2 Tasks Necessary to tOe performance of duties:- A series
- , of activities with acommon purpose that occur in

close sequence. An engine tune-up involves such

Is
TASKS as replacing points or setting timing.

Leve1.3 Activities Necessary to the performance of tasks. A series

of actions with a common purpose'that eccur in
close sequence. Adjusting the dwell involves such
ACTIVITIES as loosening the nut lock with a wrench
or attaching a dwell meter.

Level 4 Actions Necessary to the performance of activities. These
are short, simple operations that are frequently
common to many activities. ACTIONS involve using
tools, devices, simple test equipment and so forth.,. 7

Duties are usually too broad, and activities and actions are too

limited to allow for accurate measurement of-studenVeompetendies.
I .

''' *

The task level statement generally 'exults in some type of produdt.
,'

A product can take the form of making a corrcct decision on the job. .1.1eF-

task statement specifies both the action(s) performed'and the oDjectO\

to be acted upon.

.Some examples. of task statements are listed.on the next page.
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The auto body mechani6 can:' 1. Align front wheel
*2. Install" door glqss
3. Weld.or braCe* metal
4. Diagnose malf uuti ons

010.

The nurse's aide can: le Greet patients
2. Record information

ei 3. Make hoept01 beds
4. Maintain confidentiality 4.t

Thedata accouhtant can': *, 1. Process'.sales orders
2. 'Prepare invoices
3,e Calculate payroll
4. Identify and correct errors

,You may notice' that it is- -helpful to use the word "cah" priOr `to the
.-

.

0 .

-=.
.

osilarry'fotiMetrby-the action performed.
. . V .

Although the task statements are the important tools in listi

job role, the duty statements are those from which the task statements are

derived.. tou begin to break down any job role, list both the duties

Af.and tie, tasks.

TheZample ySheet that follows provides further example of how duty
.

. -
and task statements should be written.

!Tow that you have a better- understanding Of'what duty and task state-
..

ments are, let's tie fheitip function into the: JOb Family,..Clukerini that-
,

you completed earliel".' Follow the steps below:

, 4,
am

1. Using Sample Sheet #21 created in the Job Family Clustering component, -.
identify the single most complex occupation in the cluster. (We have-
selected Apprentice Auto Mechanic in our;,Sample Sheet #3.)

o

Fill out Worksheet #3,which contains all duties and tasks for the
f4 selected occupatiOn: (Note:e As a duty- task -list is extensive,. we

provide only a single duty statement and the breekdowwf tasks f:oi-
that duty...) 126

3. As yoU look at the cowlete list ot duties and tasks, ask yourself:
this question: does'the duties and task listing for this 'occupation
include all ''the dutieand tasks for the low, middle and,St4er high

4-

6



. -

entry occupation's in your cludter? If you answered "yes14 you
should go on to Step-#44- -

.

. ------
4 .s,

'

IZ you answered "no," you will,hav tolist the, additional duties
add tasks for each of the other occupatiohs before going to.Step #4.

StepA. Using Sample Sheet 1/3 as a' de, number the tasks in the sequence.
that they will be presented in instruction. Re-write the tasks

. in this ardbr on another,blahk Worksheet #3...

In some cases, instructors find that a single duty statement oar'
be.translatpd into an instructional unit title. The task statements

. form the basis for creating objectiVes. These Qbjectives will be
developed in the ext unit.

Duties

4 .

InstructionafUnit Titles

Tasks lk Instructional. Objecti es

O

00%

' 62 -
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O

JOB FAMILY Automobile-Mechanic

OCCUPATIONAL TITLE Apprentice Mechanic

SAMPLE SHEET #3

t

D.O.T. # 6;0.281

1010.S.O.E # 17.03

DUTIES
.

p

TASKS
.

INSTRUCTIONA
4. y

. .., ORDER
)

0.1

'

0.2

.

.

,

-

Ma1tains Sds ension,
Steering a Tires

1

P

.

.,..

Maintain 4P
Repairs,

and Repl ces Btakts
_

°_ .

,
.

..

.

.

t. .

.
.

. ,

.
.

Rebushes spring shackles .

Replaces complete spring
Lubricates chassis .

.

Renews and spaces. bearings -

Aligns wheels .

Services or replaces shock absorbers
Changes leaves and springs
Rebuilds spring sha *ckles -

Repairs frame

Rebushes'and renews front pivch pink
Overhauls and repairs steering gear
Remak7es and replaces power steering
pump assembly

RepafrS, services"or replaces tires
(mounts-and demounts tired, re-
pairs punctures, replaces valves,
rotates tires, balances` tires)

*

)
.

.

,

Repail.s and replaces'brake Shoes
Diagnoses brake pilimagems .

Arcs brake shoes
Turns brake drums *

Adjusts brake .

-Rebuilds wheel cylinder
Repairs and replaces master cylinders
.Repairs and replaces wheel cylinders
Repairs. and replaces disc brake .

p caliper units 4
Flushes brake. system

Rebuilds,master:cyLinders
Repairs, replaces and adjusts pressure
(differential valves

. \
.Repairs and replaces vacuum power

brake units
,

.

Repairs and replaces air brake units
'Adds fluid to .brake systems

.

Repairs and replaces brake hoses/lines
Repairs and replaces disc brake pads
Turns brake rotor assemblies
Bleeds

,....

brake- system *

Repairs and Adjusts parking brakes.
,Tests praportionihg.valves -

Repairs antitkid braking devices

.

p

-....

.

.,

2

4

,-_,,6

:8

10

12

l-
e

3.

. 5

7

9

eir

.

13

2 1

.

4

3

5 .

A

8
. ._

7

14

/15

9,

10

20 -

21

22

11'

1*2

13

lb

17

18--

19

,..

4

-

.

,

o

,

)

'MIS IS A SAMPLE - NOT COMPLETE -

!../1
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SAMPLE SHEET. #3.1

-

JOB FAMILY Automobile Mechanic .4t D.O.T. 1/ 620.281

U.S.O.E. #17.03 'OCCUPATIONAL TITLE Apprentice Mechanip

t

DUTIES

IN SEQUENCE FOR INSTRUCTION

- TASKS

IN SEQUENCE FOR INSTRUCTION

0.1 Maintains Suspension,
Steering and Tires

0.2 -- Maintains, Repairs and

Replaces Brakes

P

1. Changes leaves and springs
2. Replaces complete springs
3. Rebushes spring shackles
4. Rebuilds spring 4hackles
5. Repairs frame
6. Lubricates chassis .,

7. 'Rebusties and renews -pivot pins
8. Renews and spaces bearings
9. Overhauls and repairs steering gear

10. Align wheels'
'11. Removes anO,replaces power steering

pump assembly
12. Services or replaces (shock absorbers
13. RApairs; services or replaces,tires

(mounts and demounts:.tires, repairs .

punctures, replaces valves, rotates
tires, balances tires)

1. /)Dia oses brake problems
2. Re, i ,and replaces brake shoes
3. Tails brake drums
4. Arcs brake shoes '

5. Adj4Sts brake
6. Rebuilds wheel cylinder
7. Repairs and replaces wheel cylindeis
8. Repairs and replaces masterylirlders

Rebuilds master pylinders.:.
Repairs, replaces and adjust pressure,

differential valves
11. .Repairs and replaces brake hoses/lines

Repairs and - replaces disc brake pads
13. Turns brake,rotor assemblies"
14. Repairs and replaces disc -brake

caliper units*
15% FluShes brake system
16. Bleeds brake system
17. gepa,irsand'adjusts parking brakes
18. Tests proportioning-valves
19. Repairs antiskid braking devices
20. Repairs,3and replaces 1 4cuumrpower

brake units
21. R airs and replaces air brake units
22. Adds fluid to -brake systems.

.THIS IS A SAMPLE - NOT COMPLETE

64
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JOB FAMILY t D.O.T. I)

OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

DUTIES

4

,

--f

WORKSHEET #3

US.O.E. #
.r

TASKS

4
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A
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EC

CREATING

INSTRUCTIONAL

OBJECTIVES

Nowokhat'we have determinedthe occupation41 base for the skirls in

'the cluster, the-skills must be reflected in the curriculum. You need -

to translate. the duties and tasks developed in the previous unit into

instructional objectives.

Iv terminology related to objectives can be.confusing. ,At this

point, it is suggested that you.return to page 11 of the Glossary to
N...

review the terms listed under "ObjeCtives,"Aas 'most of these terms will

be used in this section of, the handbook.
0 .

The objective represents the performance level students must achieve

, . Abefore they can be-considered competent. The terms'"performance" and

"behavioral4 are similar; but as vocational objectives are derived from

task:statement the term "performance" objective is most commonly bsed.
. ;

In this 'section,, we will attemWto-Aeseribe-the-thitekmaIns-cf-

objectives and the two levels at which they should'be writteff. In a

' step-by-step process, we will guide you in translating the -duty add task

stateMents you have .].7eady, dreatailt into the performance objective base

needed-In your instructional program.

If you are unfamiliar with writing performance objeCtives, yoi may
-__ -...4-

want review the additional inforMation entitled "Objectives,",provided.
ii.--

in'the-Supplementary Mdterials section of the handbook,
,,,,



I.
Three Domains

The aim Of instruction should be o provide each student with the

lcnoWledge (or concepts) associated with the occupation, the manipulative

skills (ordoing) associated with the occupation, and the proper attirtudes

and values (or feelings) associated. with the occupation.

In educational term.i the'concepts or knowledge skills required of

the occupation are called Cognitive learning. The manipulative or doing

skills.arecalled psychomotor learning. The attitude, value or feeling

skills are called affective learning,

formal,definitOtand an easy way to relate thgse terms are as
Ar

follows:

A. Cognitive - all objectives concerned with the 41
'i'Aellectual or mental behaviors of the learner.

Psychomotor'- allObjectives concerned with the
physical behavior or manual dekterity pf the -

learner. ;

`C. Affective all objectives-6ncerned with
-attitudes, feelings, interests and values of
the learner.

iti,ye

Psycho otor

)
Affective

Concept." '4 Knowing

Skill r-- Doing

Value Feeling

Perfoi-aance objectives written'for vocational job trmtning usually

center on the cognitive and psychomotor domains.

Students be abl 'to demonstrate both factual knowledge and spe-

a given su ject area. What is-generally not addressed,,is

a
fectte, domai',; .and this area should not,b,(- over oked. ,Vocational



edUcation concerns itself with the training of skilled and competent tech-
.

nicians, with itsTprimary goal being the ability to secure a good job upon

successful complAtionof schooling,

Recent studies (of employei needs here in New Hampshire, -as well as
.

other states.-point out that affective or value learning is most important.
.

Employers state that attitudes 'are of primary importance in any job.

Foremost, are the learners' attitudes toward themselves apd the work they

are doing. Beyond that, what are the attitudes and feelings*tOwara fellow-

workers, authority figures (employers, supervisors, overseers), organize-

ticeal policies and the consumers to be served? Ethictt be examined

as well. QA nurse's aide may be capable and efficient in the performance

4

of duties, but if the uniform is wrinkled or if the aide freely discusses
ia

detaili of one patient's case with another patient, this is indicative of

non-professionalism, poor,O hics and ultimatelyl.if not corrected, will

job.
e_

It necessary, then, for every' instructor to carefully analyze all

,:thresalUNK-offialftsranctlteveliptmatfUctiOdeI,Objectives thaw- reflect

each employment rta.

Additional information on the three domains is iiiCludedin-the Sup-

plementary Materials section undef Objectives."

7'
Levels of Objectives 4 1

6.1

Objectivbst when carefully wtitten, will provide you with direction
4 4%

for selecting methods and materials, and a means to determine appropriate

evaluation aeasures for students.

Two levels of objeCtives are conSitered useful in stating the perfOr-
il

mance(s) of the student. The interim objective is the statement of how



1

the instructor will measure the student during the pPocess of learning.
,

These tatements,are directly related 0) he task statements created in

MIthe last unit. For example as an, Aut o chanics instructor, you might
/

have.the following:sampleinterim'objectives for a unit on exhaust sys-
I . 4 1

toes. The student can, to the instructor's satisfaction, do the folloing:

a.' Safelycplace a vehicle on a hoist
b.. Inspect exhaust system for leaks
c. Remove defective exhaust parts
d. Determine needed parts and order
e. Install new parts

Look faMiliarl It is (late easy to translate your 'task liSt into interim ,

objectives.
,

.

The terminal objective iS the statement of how- -the teacher will.mea-

sure the student at the end of the learning process. These objectives

are quite comprehensive and may lie relate to a combination of, tasks that

make up the duty statements. Using the e*mple of the exhaust system,

the terminafobjective might be stated .astrollows:

Given an automobile and instruction, each Student will

inspect, :list parts needed,.order and install any new

parts In vehigle exhaust system with 100 percent no leaks,

according td manufacturer's specifications.

This typetof objective may also look familiar as 'it may relate to

your duty'Stateipent written in the last unit.

.

Now that you have an idea of the two levels of bjectives, you might

ask whichlis created first: 'The,answer is:- either. Some instrukors
, .

.

find it easier to describe the end results of a unitOf instruction (ter-..

minals). and then break it into the various components, Other instructors

. ,

prefer te; identify all the smaller pieces of.a
--
n instructional unit (nter-

4
s

ms) and then,write the one or more terminals that result.
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Before you get too involved,in writing any objectives, ask your:

department chairperson, vocational director or State DepartmenClonsul-

tant where you, can obtain instructional objectives in your skill area

tiat MY already have been written by, others. This does not prevent

you fromfrom writing some of your own; however, it may provide you with most

of your needs;

The Resource section of the handbook also directs you to sources

of instructional objectives.
C.---

Before you begin to deal with the steps in objective writing, let's

review by asking thgse questions:

1. Have you read the-Ili:material in this section carefUllY?

2. Have you looked 'at the Glossary to gain an underttandirig
-of the terms associated with objectives?

3. Have you read the 'additionall:Materials provided in the
Supplementary Materials section concerning objectives?

If you answer "yes" to all'three questions, you are ready to follow the
O

steps in objective writing. If you have questions, read on; but keep in

mind that these sources will probably aid you if you get confused.

Vteps in Objective Writing.

. .

Earlier;. we discussed the relationship between the dutie$ and task
- _-

statements and the two levels*of objectives. The next steps are relate4
a

0 to the Sample and Worksheets that follow. Perform each step on the Work- ir

sheet (you will have to reproduce a number of these sheets yourself) and

you ,will have'

a. determined titles of instructional units

Astablished all interim and tei4minallobjectives

f4 your program.

4
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1. Write the duties and tasks created on Worksheet #3 (see Sample

Sheet #3.1 - Tasks and Duties Sequenced for'Instruction) in the

left hand column of Worksheet #4.

2. Using the Magerianor ABCD Method of writing jectives (see
/

. ,4

Supplementary Materials section), write the tehminal perfor-

mance objectives for each task, playing these,in the right

hand, column of Worksheet' #4. .(See Sample Sheet #4.1.)

When Step 2 is completed for all duties and tasks, review the,

instructional objectives to determine titles for the instruc-
.

tional units. (Remember,'the duty statements may aid you in

identifying appropriate.unit titles.).

Developing thelInstructional Skill Analysis Chart

The next,"Samplen'page contains a chart that is quite-useful in illus-

trating the relatj.onship between,your selected occupations in the job fam-

ily
40

and the units of instructional content contained your program..

To complete this chart,' follow the steps below:

1. Litt the occupations, their D.O.T. and U.S.O.E. numbers in

the appropriate columns on the chart. This list is taken frOm_

your find cluster created in Worksheet #1'in the Job Family

Clustering component. Arrange your list so that the lowest

1
entry occupation is at the top of the sheet.

2. Write your instructional unit titles on the diagonal lines

at the top of the chart. If necessary, paraphrase. the unit

titles to fit on the diagonal lines.

71



3. Cross-reference each occupation listed with each unit title,

identifying whether the :instructional unit 5.s required or

optional for employability. Use R for required and,0 fop Op-
-

tional.-

4. As some vocatio rograms, such as Office Occupations or Agri-

. 0

culture, are taught- in more than onO'course,l'block is pro-
,.

vided above the unit titles to.relatt the appropriate course

title or' number to the unit skills;

When you have cOmpleted the chart, you new have created the basis for

content%of your instructional program.' THE INPUTS'ARE COMPLETE.

4

-
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM Auto Mechanics

Duty Statement

0.1' Maintains Suspensio Steer-
ing and /Tires

Task Statements

1: Changes leaves and
springs

2: Replaces complete spring

3. Rebushes spring shackle's
4. Rebuilds spring shackles

5: ReOuirS frame--

6. Lubricates chassis

7. Rebushes and renews pivot
pins

8. Renews and spaces bearings
9. Overhauls .

steering gear .

Aligns wheels

SAMPLE SHEET #4.1

1

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

retinal Objective

.Each student will, when given a series
of'automobile suspension, steering or
tire problems, diagnose and describe
procedure for"correcting the problem,
identify tools and equipment required,
and estipate-cost agreeable to manufactur-
er's and/or insXruCtor's standards.

Interim Objectives
.

Given an automobile with a broken
spring or leaf)-the student will
disassemble,- repair and/or replace
bushing or other defects so when in-
stalled i the spring assembly, it
works witI TOO percent efficiency.

Given a spring shackle requiring re-
bushing or rebuilding, the student will
disassemblex,repaivand/or replace
bushing oroth'er defects so when In-
stalled in the spring assembly, it
works with 100 percent efficiency.

Given an automobile with 4 bent frame,
the'student-will_descTibe the procedure
required to put the frame in original
condition.

Given three different model_ automobiles,
__each student will lubricate each ve-
'hicle-according to the,msnufactUrer's
specifications.

.Given a malfunction in a'power steering
_ unit, each student will remove the unit

diagnose the problem, repair,-replace.
and test unit for proper working order:k
diven an automobile with, uneven front-
wheel tire wear, the student will- diag-
nose and'adjust the wheel alignment
to manufacturer'd specifications.' .

IS A.SAMPLE -.NOT COMPLETE

.46



INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

V
WORKSHEET,#4

t-

.

NA.

DUTIAND TASK STATEMENTS 4 PERFORMANCE' OBJECTIVES

A

4
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SELECTING

. LEARNING

EXPERIENCES

.

Learning experiences are the methods and media techniques that are
I

used to accomplish the instructional objectives. .Remember as you begin

this process that there is no single method &media source that has magic

for 1 students. With the student's input, you must decide what source(s)
0,

mill match the individual student's learning needs, and still best achieve

the perfoOl5nce objective.

Ifhere.are four, major considerations involved in selecting the mZst

appropriate methods_and media forNeach student:

SELF-ASSESSMENT

STUDENT'ASSESSMENT

FACILITIES AND SCHOOL POLICY ASSESSMENT

SEX BIAS AND ,§EX-ROLE STEREOTYPING

Se 1C.4 sew:lent
r

Develop an inventor4.of your teaching techniques. Determine0your

engths and weaknesses in the-following

a. Your teachi methods
b. Material yo have developed and use successfully

c. Equipment yo kpow how to use and have access to
d. Equipment ycst e oy using

Yoilr classroom on pion
f. Lther relevant areas

Student Assessment
. .

. . .

, P
.

Your activities must reflect studentlearning styles, interests, per-

(sonali and attitudinal chvacteristics, and prerequisite learning achieved.
. -.

Age and reading ab11ity qhould also be'considered.
'

The follOwing are stOdent
4 . 1

8.

77
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1

ch racteristics you will want-to conSidep:

A. Clas4room

4

.. .-

.. . . .

To what extent is each student interested in the subject and class
activities? If the interest is low,, why? What'is the student en-.

thusiastic about in his, or her work? Is the student's interest
-1.zvel'the same in your class as tm other clas16ei? What are e pons
classroom activities of your stud ntf'

B. °Problems Too

StudenIkkhave a variety of proPlems with school, sociaf situations,
economic conditions, family'and motional situations. Thi of each
of your students and list any jor pgoblems or which you aware.

C. Attitudes

-Describe your students' ptositiv andnegative attitudes toward each .

of 'theellOWing:

.a.- =peers in your class
-b. instructor's progress

,academic,progress
0 the subject you ,will be teachin
el other relevant areas

9

. Genral InforDation-

a. what is the age of -each studentils
b. what is the reading; ability orIeve of "each student? .

c. if there are key prerequisite skills needed by yOur class,
describe eacbistudent's mastery of t

d. is each student able to work independ tiy?
e, does th.si student hand,in assignments o ime?
F. does the student have any phYsical.dtsa ities which &gilt

affect performance in youriclass?
g.' other relevant areas
,

E. 'Learning Style 4

a: does the student learn peAt by using visual materials
(e.g., pictures, charts, graphs, etc.)?

b. doeS t e student'learn best by using audio materials_
(e.g., tape recordings, ligtening'to alecture," e4.)?

c. does e student learn best from his or-her peers?
d. does The Student learn best by using audio- visual materials

(e.ge, 410, slide-tape presentations, TV, etc.)? ,

e. does the itudent learn best from instructor-led discussion?
f. does thdlstudent learn best by reading?
g.,othPr?

. --, ''

78Co-D
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.1

Facilities and School Policy Assessment

are limited by the fabilitielp and media available. --',:tudgett tife

0

school pol.),cy limitations are probably the most-important aspects.

Some of the facility andscheol policy concerns\are listed below:

A.s. Administrative

a. field trips!
b., policies governing requi- sitions

Time

a.

. -

th'ef class period and number-of meetings
er week? semester?-year?)

. non - instructional, ime available for, instructor
to develop iliaterian"

1,

C. Equipment and Space ,

a. equipment available in
i
School or district

15A space fer specialized use (e.g.; small grolip
.

\ discussions, lab work, -etc.) ) , ;
c. appropriateness of facilities (e.g.electribal

outlets, darkening sbadest quiet study areas, etc.),
,Y..-z

i 7 4 0 *,-

Supplementary
.. >44r

. .

De Basic and Resources-......7-,,

__. .. , 151"
'-'.. software - texts and other refenenceematerialsavailable

in clpsroom, resource center and poSgibly commvniby library
.b.3 availability of modular or lanagl-alpmed instructional

.

. . materials c ,.,

2;

c, individual morkbookstassociated with texts.. 2, ,

.

Sex Bias and, Sex-Role Stereotiping -,A New" and Important Assessment

1010.

The the types of assessment described previously should be supple-

mented with a,fourth type triat.-affebts writtext and resource materials .

. .
_

111 t 10
.

. . .

that may be used. Sex bias anti sex-role stereotyping need t6 be assessed:
q ( 4 ,

The following checklist will help yoa.to select t4.itten materials
v %

appropriate to allow stu ents to txpand and"balar e the.images of both

tY
e,

-4. sexes. This list is no Mead8 completeMipwever, it shOuld proVide yo1.1

I.
..

; _ ,,

e

N
- A . . .'

P

aft
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with some basic guidelines. Additional information may be obtained by

4ntacting the Equal, Access ConsUltanb at ihe,State.DePartment of Education.

Do the media involved
comfortable in 1,parnin
for- one sex?

I.

CHECKLIST

.

ke both female and male students feel,
bout subjects which were formerly.

-

Yo the'media-make-aspecial effort to include,pictures Of
male and female students, teachers and adults in non
traditional roles? :

-/
,Do learning activitisE and_ projects avoid sex stereotyping_;;_

according to past trailltional roles?

the media point out ttiai employers in .occupations Which';
fo erly hired or sex are now required by law to employ ,

the best qualified. candidate regardless of-sex?

Do the-media for traditional:1y female occupations,' such as:
'health serviceor secretarial work, demonstrate that)gialeS-
have the right to putsue these occupations? z

-Do media on family relations, child cape, housing, foods
ft

f!

and nutrition, clothing selection, construction and dediqn___ -
'and management stress the personal needs of both males and o
-females? * . .

4,4

for mechanical drawing, metals,,

canstructiod, machinery and
lemoand femalts..Ibe,Ozantages
or market and practical 'skills

tools and power,- driven machines
to ledrp to use?

Domed
woodwor1
to both
for the la

Do media dispel `them icr,h that

are too dangerous (tor Sethale
-,

lastics, ele&ironi
griculture point out

acquiring training
ally ,living?

Do media:deMoostrate that emales have the Might to rsue
activities or careers in lion-traditional skills w erphys'ica =l
strength is required?

/*
. '

The following questions refer to audiou.vidual.materials:,.

'Does the title have male or female,connotatfon?

Is narration,by male or female voices, or both,'

80
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t
I

a A

Does the audio reflect male or female bias?
. .

Do visuals portray males more often than ftmales, tr the
other way around?

,

Are the main' characters pgle or fOW

In oscupatioWl.settj.ngs, are adults seen riAnantly
male or female?

In scifool settings,.are adulieseeri predominantly male
' or fethale?

- ,

-Are characters cast in'independent roles (m4king,te sions,
actinvautonomously)opredominartly male or female?

a,

.

Are characters ,cast in aggressiie roles (being competitiVe,.
dominating or leading)

f..

predodinantly,male or female?

Are cnalters,cas,in -1.1875fainate roles Ibeing passive 'or
acting under another'd influence) 'predoMinantly/m, or
female?' 1 a

!

SELECTI IVITIES

fine next few pages are devoted to : I.ist of methods or strategies that
'.

are co` Monly used by instructors to accomplish instructional'objectives.

Keeping in mind the fopr basic assessments presented above, review, the

list. Following your revievr,.turn to Worksheet 05,-which,f011ows.the
- 1

Methods or Strategies list. In the left Colupn,of the Worksheet, write th`'.

instructional uni,tztOle. In tn dale column, write the interim instruc-
.

tional objective taken from' Worksheet #4 ("Cregting Instructional Objec-

tives" component). In the right colUmn,' write-the title hVearning.

4*,

method, or strategy selected for tRe accoMplishmat off' the objective.
,., 0

In the next seetionof the handbook, we will discuss Evaluation.

e
-/ 111
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UST OF METHODS OR STRATEGIES FOR CLASSROOM USE

,
Definition

AUbIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

an organized visual and audio preSen-
tatiOnOf information (software) that
usually requires equipment (hardware)
such as a 16mm film projector.

(NOTE: .see "CharMteristiCS of Media"
%4ith is located inthe Supplementary
Materials section for specific help.)

.

BRAINSTORMING

group inter-action Which.allows indir,,110

vidualsto express heir opinions to
the grpup. without fear orcriticism,
to:pfesent ideas or Co re-think pre-
vious ideas.

CASE STUDY

a method of gatherinvinformation or
researching about a certain person
or situation.

%.71=

11,

4o0PEPATIveviOqx EXPERIENCE "
4

acetNtlishment of instructional con-,,
tent trough actual job performance.'

* gat +.

DEMONSTRATIOQ

an organized planned performance-of
. procedures and procgs2ea.having at
least two parts: a short preparatory.
period during whjich the, purpose(s) of_
the demonstration is'presehted; and

'82'

Use

can be used byindividualst, small
and large groups; can be locally
produced 65, instructor or student;
can b8 commercially produced; pre,. 4
sents photographiqrreproductiOmof
reality, enlargement of small_print
or pictures, provides for a variety
of approaches; encourages active
`participation;, varied, learning

activities stimulate high interest,
rengthen,the attentionsparland,
promote persistent effort.

usually involves,mall group; p er.
1its differences:of opinions; can
ead,to a plan of action; may have

-sodittime limitations.

provides for background information;
usually involves small grows or, an.
individual; can.uSe interview tech-
niques; may utilize visual devices,
e.g. -0;ctdres, charts.

expbseS student to learning exper-
iences not feasibly accotplished
in the school environment.

may be used to demonstrate new sli 1.

experiments, etc.; may be for iarm.
and/or small- groups; may- be for an '-
individual; may beefor varied per,
iods oftime; may IA prespted by

'14
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Definition

Z.-

Use

. . .

the actual performance which can in- ' the instructor or student(s)
.

or
elude a verbal explanation. both; may have follow-up period .

. for practice of,the process or
procedures demonstrated; may use
audio-visual materials.

DISCVSSION

group interaction in which individuals
can exprps ideas, opidions-and
thoughts - evert if hot,popular; lis-
ten to opinions-4f others; provideg a
means of seeking the ideas and ju
ments concerning the topic.

DRILL

repetition `of concepts, words,mathe-
matical formulas, anc so forth, until'
they are-memorized.

FIELD TRIP

the opportunity to visit, the resources
in the surrounding community that are

,associated.with the skill development
'process.

GROUP WORK 4

a method of classroom organization .in
which a small'group of Student (usu-
ally 10 or legs) with mutual learn-
ing objeptives,'44ssemble in a, suitable
place for a predetermined length of
time;Anstructor serves as'coordind-

..tor and/orleader; group's work must
contribute to thq total actiVitie ".
and.obOectives°0r the large group.

GUEST SPEAKER ,

4---tisually an available expert on
material in a specific subject area.

allows for differences of opinions;
can.be'large or small group; no

e limitation's on discussion;

provides opportunity for getting to
know studenta;can follow a leC-
ture; can stimulate new interests.

0
can be large group, small group dr
individual; may be either verbal or
written; involves student response; k
can utilize bther students in class.

re,

gives students direct experieRbe
with their chosen skill area;may
lead to further interest, studies
or projects; may be used with large
or small groups, .

used so that groups may either re-
ceive instruction, work together
on 4:project or interact in a non -
directive manngr to examine And
discuss a-mutual probleM or situ-
ation.

usually for large groups; can assist
in,career decisions; usually infor-
mative dhd inexpensive; .provides for
Vetter undepstanding-of employ needs.

.1

- ,



Definition

MO LILE / ARMING PACKETS

a quential written on audio presen-
tat on-of learning experiences based
upon stated performance objectives;
learning experiences are coupled with .

specified management proceddres which
allow for self-pacing, individual con-
ferences with the instructor regarding
progress and alternative assignments _

and/or materials, depending on indi-
vidual characteristics and/or inter=
ests.

LECTURE

an organized, verbal presentation
of informantion.

OPEN LAB SEQUENCES

teaching student skills or doncepts
through a self - instructional process

'that is sequenced to result in a
sRecific knowledge; 'student reads
directions and perfOrms,activities
step -by' -step, until obatctive is

acconiplishedi

PANEL DISCUSSION

usually involves 3-7 students ip-
teracting on a.central topic; pro-
vides a chince for members,of the
class to ask questionsand/or make_
comments; referto DISCUSSION.for
other chinacteristids.

PROJECTS (TERM _PAPERS, PROTOTYPES,
RESEARCH PROJECTS, MODELS)

a chosen or assigned topic in which
the student researches and presents

0 I'

ti

rUse'

to accomplish non-sequential or .se-'
quential skills with little or no
instructor involvement; good for
educating students in self-reliance.

#can,be-usedto introduce a_unit of
study; can be used for summarizing
.a problem-for-study;,can provide in-
formation which'is diffidult for,
students to find themselves; involves
same length of-time (at least 10
minutes); mayuse visual devices.

supplements organized classroom
learning;`- usually, participation,
is optiodal for the student; howi-

ever, it may be used aa.a requirement.

creates,a situation where,inter-;
action is suggested, if not demanded.

provides a chance for the studentto
express his or her ideas and,thoughtsf



Definition

the-information to the instructor
or to the class; can use audio-
visual devices to present project.

'QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
..

. .g

, . .

,a period of time designated for con-
tent clarification and amplificatiOn
with student-!generated questions.

e :. .,
. .

--REVIEW/REINFORCEMENT

an drganized summary (using a variety
of approaches) of key pointsdf ton-
tent whichfolloW instruction.

ROLE PLAYING
f :

4
the practice or eperience of being
someone else; instructions can be
provided as to how to play the role.

4

Use

provides an opportunity for the stu-
dent.to research a variety of topics;

. can create new interests; presents

.possibilities for researching the
community, i.e:1 finding available

.resources, interviewing leaders in-
the commdnity, and so forth; can
,improve-communication skills of
the student; reinforces hand skill
development. ..

provides for clarification of new
learning; 'yesponses can come from
either the instructor and/or other
students; time pe *od for ques-
tions should laSt.a least 15 min-
utes. .

be verbal or written; may in-
volve activities. such as student
practice, group projects; may be
a Aloft summary at the end of a-

_;4olecture; may last longer than one
Class period; may bepreparation
for a test; -involves student re-
sponges; can use a variety of
visual devices.

Provides opportunity fOr student to.
increase, insight into how a person
mayfeel in a giveh situation; can

jo -provide'data for an observing group;
may be done with small or large
group; may haveotime restrictions;
can be.fiUitious role in which
,player is seeking to acquire an un-
derstandihg of relationships or
actions; has valuelfor inter-pefTonal
and self-assessment development. A

u t
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Definition

SIMULATIOt GAMES

a model or caricature containing a,
representation of reality (simulation)
which utilizes role-playing and a.
game structure, with rules of play
and a method of determining awinner
or winners.

Use

can pres4pt.reality in a classroom;
provides student an opportunity to
cope with unpredictable circumstances;
can teachsoiial interaction; can in-'
volve, large group, small group or
.individual; .haa time contrailits; can
illustrate therelationshipibetween
decision-making at4 its consequences;

extremely flexible; i.e., rules,
can be changed: -

TEXT OR REFERENCE ASSIGNMENT

usually eading'and/or completing
questio s.relevant to the topic of
st%dy

4 .

I

can be used'as a pre=introduCtion
to a new skills usually followed
by.lecttire,_4qmoh-stration and/or
discussion.'

.-4

r;
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.',INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

TITLE

SAMPLE SHEET #5
, ,:

INTERIM OBJECTIVE
(Identify by number *

or write out the objective)

LEARNING

METHOD,

Suspension,

Steering and Tires

SAMPLE

, Given an automobile with
uneven front tire wear,
the student will adjust
the wheel alignment to
manufacturer's specifi-.
cationq.

'Text Assignment
Lecture

Demonstration
Discussion
Project,

Y.

A

V
I

5

I

WORKSHEET SPACE .

,4(

I

A

tQ

or.
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The prelrious

DEVELGRING".

EVALUATION

'TECHNIQUES

components of the instructional systp have enabled you

)

identify' and f yo4rstuddlts what they must know
44

or do regarding job entry -level ,skills (TASK ANALYSIS and
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVESIv',

b. provtde #udents with an aciplity base
the skills (LEARNING EXPERIENCES).

from which to learn !

4.

k The final anki most important question is: how do youknow whether

- the teaching and learning have,been effective? To realistically determine

your, evaluation process must be related to the original performance

. ,

objectives or criteria. It -),is important here to'distinguiSh between cri-

terion- referenced evaluatioh ) and the more commonly used norm- referenced
,

. ..-.,

, .'evaluation-.:

Criterion-referenced measures assess a stu tint's perfor-

ge in relation to a specific criterionlor minimum com-

petency standard. Norm -- referenced meas ret assess a Stu-

dent's performance in,relation to thos of other students,

with the Same measuring device being employed for all

students.

To help clarify these definitions, e s look at the following sam-
1

ple instructional objective:

The student, when given conversion factors and tables, willk
-.convert English readings to,m tric readings and the reverse,

with 90% accuracy. tT

If, when evaluating the studerit on a posttest, the instructor'demands'(-

,90% accuracy frOM eacki'student and ecords the stugent as having met.that
d

88
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standard, this is called criterion-referenced testing. If, however, a'stu-
.

dent's grade is determined by comparison with otheritudents' and varies

from 70% to 100% accuracy,', this is called norm-referenced testing. Criter

ion-referenceditesting, therefore, uses an absolute standard of quality,

,whereas norm-referenced testing uses. airelative standard.
\

. (

There is no way to tell a criterion-referenced test'from a norm-,

\ v k

referenced test by looking at the test. There is no reason, however, why
.

crition-referenced test cannot be used as a norm-refere
,

raced test to

..

eventually:discriminate between students' level of mastery of objectives..\
\ i

16 fact,, this,is usuallynecessry because of the grading required by most
-

school, systems.

Many instructors feel'that a criterion- referenced evaluation conflic4p

with the letter grade "system. This is not the case. The instructor sets

the minimum quality and q antity standartis to be accomplished 'for each ob--

jective, and the minimum competency level then represents a passing grade.
.

Higher grades may be earned by 'performances. that are above the requirements

for minimum coMpetency or by the accomplishment of more objectives.

.
If the instructional objectives re written relative to minimum em-

. bloyment standards for thatcupation, \then it is vitalithat each student

be measured against that,standard, OnCe'th t has been accomplished, the

instructor can, if needed, develop a itudent-o-student comparison (norm-
\

referenced) from which to -compute grades.

Student compatisons can be made by measuring tide following:

1. thq number -of attempts the student has to make before
accomplishing le minimum-Standard

0

2. the amount of ti me the student takes to accompli the
Standard'

1

40
89
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e

'
.

3. the difference in 'quality, above the standards, a6hieved
. by Specific students '

-

4. the number otiastructional objectives "'completed over a'
'given timeframe (such'as a marking period).

/7
.

s

/Thd next,,\ part'o'f the Evaluation component discusses the types and'
A:...'''

I 3 .'

methods thit can be used to evaluate gtudent performance. /
, 1

. .

PES AND'METHeDS OF EVALUATION

-Instructors should evaluate Audentd to deterMine if. each can perform

any given skill of an occupation at the standard acceptable to.employdrs.
e

Instructional objectives should) reflect these standards.
4

If the student can pefform at the minimim:acceptanie competency level,

tile instructor can be assured of "the fOii8wing:- :

a., desired learning has taken place; and

b. instruction provided ihe'student during the
. learning pebcess was effectiv4:

E aluation can be accomplished' in a variety of ways. It also can (and

should) ,- Conducted a number of time-d-throughbut the'learning process.
. 7

.
- -. .-

Below, we h ve attempted to describe the four most commonp used types of

criterion-rekenced evaluation. A godd instructional program will make

use of all four.

Types.Of'Evaluation.

1. BEFORE LESSON/UNIT - Pre-test
-/

This type of evalua tsidn is diagnostic aid' prescriptive nature.' It
allows the instructor sand student to redig4ze, measure and incorporr
ate the student's previous knowledgeNof the subject-matter'contained
in a'given lesson or-unit. Strengths and weaknesses can beliinpointed

. and, if necessary, appropriate modifications in, curriculum- made to
meet the needs of the tudent.` 4



2: WININ,LESSON/UNIT

A. Feedbabk.... Thip type of evaluAtion rnishes the student with
4 feedbaOk at designated times throughout the coUrieof.the les-

son or wit. It is built int& the 'structure of the 'cur4..icuWm.

B.' Reinforcement -This is similar to Feedback, but j .t6 primary
purpose is to reinforce the student's confidence in his or'her
capa§ilitieq to go on. to closely related advanced,learning.

3. END-OF LESSON/UNIT Post-test

a -

This type of evaluation provides both the instNpter and student
with aprediction of the student's ability tO.successfully move on
to the next learning experience. The new learning experience may
or may not be sequential.

to. *

4. *END..0F.COURSE - Final

This type-of evaluation is comprehensive and is useful in determining
how successfully the student Will be able to apply what he or she has
learned to oil-the-job situations. It is also helpful in predicting

(/ student performance-in advanced courses. .

,A,

Methods of Evaluation

Thechoice of the evaluation method should be determined by the learn-,

,c,ing activity involved in the lccomplis hment of,e instructional objective.

If a student's learning activities are pritharily research, reading orf
answering assigned questions (usually referred to" as the "knowledge"

base') a paper'and pencil test may 'be the not appropriate form of eval-

ugtion.

f hoWeiier, 1 7b processes or "performance" learning activities are

theiri1me modes of learning, then an obserVation checklist, rating scale

or similar method may be the most appropriate form'of evaluation.

In any skill evaluation,doth,the,knowledge and performance methods

e
are required. A student whose objective is to operate a bulldozer, cir-

,

sat or milling machine
,
might be able to.describe the process, name

a
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:the parts and so forth. The real competenCy, however, is in the operation

'of the equipment. ':A perforpance test, therefore, uet.also be given.

Listed below are deAriPtions and brief exampl of common methods

of evaluation.

,Oral or Written Questions"

Instructors use this method. extensively. It should be used when
the instructional objective and learning #activities require-the

.4 student to'state factual answers to knbuYedge questions. "Examples
of this method' are:

'
N

rue-false d. Matching . ,

b. Sentence or phrase completion e. Shdtt answer '(usually
,

c.1 Multiple choice . two sentences or less)

2. Problem Solving

#

When the instructional objective and learning a ctivities have required
the student to assemble facts and determine the proper procedure or
formula, the problem solving method of evaluation is.appropriate.

Ansexample of a problem solving test question might be:

. ,

Translate the folloWing series of English measurements into Metric
equivalentS:

1 inch

1 foot,

14

1 yard

9 inches

3
6
8
.inches

14i- inches

Problem solving can be a written or pert.' mance test.

An example of a performance test question using the problem solving=
method might be as follows:

Using. the topls and test engine provided, determine the malfunction
in the electrical system, repair it and run the engine.

3. Comparative orf-Choice
7

When the*inStrUctionel objective and learning activities,indicate,
the studerit's'need to compare or choose the best alternative process,
this' method can be used. Usually, students have to recall a series
of facts analyting and evaluating a given situation to derive the

5

92
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most appropriate answer. This method isgenerally in writte n form;
however, it can be designed as a perfbrmaece test.

Which of the following layout methods would be appropriate to form
a square-to-round duct, and describe the process you'would use:

a. -Radical Line
b.- Parallel Line
c. TriangulatiOn

4. Observation'Checklist
a

When the performance criteria suggest that the instructor measure
whether the student can or cannot do something and a quality ,

rating is not required, an observation checklist is appropriate.'
This method is used most effectively with affectiye,learning.

Example:.

The student:

- - is a self-starter
-- can finish a task independvtly
--- can work through a process /./
- - can follow oral direCtions
-- can work with small or large groups

/
5. Rating Sheet

A

This method is used when it is important to determine not only minimum
competency, but also the level above-minimum competency that the stu-
dent has achieved.

Example: Dri,fling holes in wood to accept a flathead woodscrew
e

Process L M S

I.. Identifies appropriate woodscrew for
shape _of wood. e

2. Identifies correct size and shape of
4

using a wire gauge.

-size and

woodscrews

/-3. Selects appropriate pilot hold drill.

4. Selects and uses appropriate countersink.

1(V
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-A samfee check mark indicating pass-fail may be used or, assin the
example, use.of L (Limited), M (Moderate) and S (Superior) helpp to -
further define the level of student competency.

6.' Contract Agreement

This-is generally used for learning activiies that require an exten-
siveanount of time. It includes the objective(s), materials, and re-
sources to be used, the plan of accomplishment and the time agreement.
Allevfluation standards are discussed between instructor end student
and should be written into the agreement.

Example;

CONTRACT -AGREEMet

Objective

Materials and Resources,Required-

Student Plan

Completion Dote

Evaluation Standards

el*

Completion Date

4 Teacher'SignitUi!

Date Completed

as

Student Signiiure

lnatructor Signature

Comments

Grade

941,0
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RECORDKEEPING

AND 4.

FOLLOW-UP

ti

The last section described the necessity of rai.uating students on

the basis of criteria or objectives accomplished. Good recordkeeping

,.should provide the instructor with thelneans to determine each student's

ability to accomplish objectives. Specifically, the recordkeeping systemr

can be used to identify:.

a. Student mastery of a .given objective
b, 9bjectives currently being accomplished

y student
`c. Objectives not yet attempted by student
d. Potential difficulties student maY have

in achieving objectivets)
e. Level'of mastery; e.g., limited, -moderate

or superior
f. Number of-student attempts at mastery
g. Time required to gain' mastery

.Instructor'"Validation of student mastery
of objeCtive

.1

,

V
Reoordkeepi, ng of student progreps can be very:time-consumine For ,)_ ,

I,

those instructors who febl that each of the above elements must be Tiler.
. ,

.

sonally recorded, it is'going to be more time-consuming than the tradi-
4

tional rank-book approach as;ociatediwith the norm-referenced evaluation
.

escribed'in the previolls

If, however, you are,attempting to create or improve individualizing

in your instmuctional program, you already recognize the'need to transfer
.

r4.ore responsibilitSi for student learning tOthestudent; Why shourdnit

the stbdefit have more responsibility in recording his or her own progress?

to the list of recordkeeping needs,.we have identified only three types
1'

of records that must be instructor-maintained. The instructor must:

4
0,

15
4 95
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a. Validate the student's mastery

b: Determine the level of mastery

c. Determine the possible potential' ifficulties

1)*

The remaining items can be recorded by the student, thereby removing con-

.

:siderable contraints fromthe instructor.

Obviously, there is no one recordkeeping system that willsatisfy.

the needs.of all .instructors. ach instructon has an obligation, how-

ever, to record:

a. the student's progress throu-gh the instructional
objectives; and

,

b. the cumulative skills acquired at the completion
of the program.

The remainder of this component provides you witbthreealternative

examples of recordkeeping during the instructional process.

TYPE 1

TYPE 2 .

TYPE 3

Class Record

Indqidtal Record

Project Evaluation Record

in addition, there is an example of a record indicating the students

cumulative skills upon completion of the program. This particular example

is called an Occupational Readiness Record.

96
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1,

TYPE I

. A chart may be placed on the wall of "the classroom., AlLstudent
narks are recorded alphabetically the left. ' . .'

4
. ,y.

couRse '" INTERIM /
_

TEACHER
ComMENTs

.

rehoissi_
OBJEETIV

/ //
S .
-1.

0 .

.o
E
N li . .

T7 .. . '

N
, .

A

ES' r
3 .

- .

- ..-

. ,
..

Interim objectiires, related to a unit objective sheet, are either
numbered or paraphrased and placed along the top of the chart.

Each box.has marks as shown. Mar1. is recorded wheh the student
initiates worWon the objective. Mark 2 is recorded when the student has
completed work on the activities-associated with the objective. Mark 3
is recorded when the student has completed, the performance evaluation,
'Mote: Marks 1, 2 ancL3 are recorded by the student.) Mark i:and the
instructor's initials are recorded by the ihstructor.

107

97
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, 4. ,

a

TYPE 2 ,

.

The chart described in Type 1 nay be developed for each student and
kept'in a personal file folder. This folderls accessible only to the
instructor and.the individual student. , 0. 9

T
I

ti

siv oircr TEACHER COURSE

P lasSEGT ivE t

1.2s

1.

2 3 4 5
1014,

Ioj
/20 M

V.

COMMENTS

T

Although Types 1 and 2 are similar, the latter allows for confiden-
tiality. This,can be quite important in programs that emphasize affective
learning. (See chapter on 'Objectives. ) This type also allows the, instrUc=
for to utilize candid comments.= As in Type 1, the objectives are numbered
and/or paraphrased on the left side of the chart. The

of the objective.
s udent's name is

written at til6 top. Column 1 indicates student initi on'

Column 2 indicates completion of activities. Colemn 3 indicates com-
pletion oftpepyaluation and'Column 4 indicates' instructor's validation.
Notice th4t7144* are used to record activities. This, rather than the
symbolic maricfred in Type 1,..'provides a -better means of recording any
degree or atude4t-difficulty encountered with a given Objettive. Column.5
can be usedto,establish the level of mastery. In this case, we are using
three levels: .

S.
L = Limited

M =Modevate

S = Superior

Columnumn 6 can be used as a sign-off column for the instructor.

1
.1. %./
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. ..,

TYPE 3
.

,
, This form was developed by a Food 4ervice' peogram instructor.

Will notice it has the' same componehtMescribed in Types 1 and 20
.contains more detailed information that can aid the instructor
ving at a grade to accommodate school i 6y.. ,

).,

Yot4

but

TUDEA.rT PROGRESS
AND EvAL,L,A-siow FORM

UNIT;-
PROJECTS ,r

EVALUATION E,

1.1,

OCer. 041 11
4, el 4.-

4r 4:7) r 49

ro 4-

.,1

444.-

EVALUATION
COOS

4. EXCELI:ENT
3. VERYGOOD
2. GOOD
I. FAIR,

0._,INADEQUATE.i

TRAININ
STANDARD copr.'

4

. :

4.
PROJECT
AVERAGE

SHEET -

015JECTIVE!,
ASS %GM IMEtJT

EXAM

4

5 -. SEE ',OTHER SIDE

10 FOR OUALITY

STANDARDS EXPLANATioN ,9"

0

S. R. = SELECTION
REOutREDR RE/WIRED

0 s OPTIONAL

L.C. = LATE ,
COMPLETION

SHOWED
INITIATIVE

N.A St = AO
ASSIGNMENT
SHEtTS

;-

VA4UATIZIN
AVERAGE

'PROJECT AVG.

RELATED Assi4mENT
WeRd..1.0Mia4

,EXAM

UNIT GRADE

44
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READINESS CARD: ,,
/ -

,
,

. ,.

i T
of the three examplep.of reordkeeping described hereupe

liee instructional prbtess.
,

ors ,having experience with recordkeeping have found that any
Scribed methods can also provide the student With an excellent

utili ed

. ,one /
of

permauent Oivdthat (can pe'forwarded to employer's. -. -

- ,

The 'sample
1-

below is called an Occupational Readiness Record.

.00CUPATIONAL
READINESS RECORD

TO ITIIMPLOYIRe.

This occupation.' readriesseCord is both
in inventory a the twining course con
then and kw! of °tendency or achieve.
own, demonstrated by the pradueg. Pa.

, timbal employers can obtain...familia.
about dunk and knowtedge the swami '
hes ObIMINId by vatting Si. Johnsbury
Academy. As a Nero, 1%441'4'1.y. the
graduate has learned to eyed woo-
pride outman:en ends each assigned
tests_ He will expect and u4k. swims.

'eon, . mount* and dwedion where op
prowide. Note Ma the job tests as ;don.
fired, we basic to the year high., el
moat sophisticated job loud Work *yew
;once and heifer tiairrg may qualif.,,tba
preclude for more compriatad tasks.
new job title and higher pay

fly TO onaniciicoot 4
level L UmiMill-SkillEtws simple parts
of task using recruited toots..but mcf'holl
Irvin:us-eon andsoperyislon to do mod
parts of it job.
'owl M. Moderato Skallrequires 14Ip
on some pens. but can use moat Molt and
special. eq...piny' needed. Knows works
procedures but' may _not meet minimum
&mends for speed or acasracy.
level Se Slullmiunderstands operating
ptindpbs and acconyirshis AU parts of
mak, with only spot checks .of hashed
work. Meets frititIVAT demands', for spied
end occorecy

1

All cpecloatee marring due decuinene have
sonsfadorify &mamboed to the training
Staff thew atolw to work safely, under.
stand and carry out instrusflors4 and co.
Madam with Wthot emPhYtaw Tin Moo,
await also attests to their pundfialety, re
Ibbihty and weak' work habit.;

1T. JONNSISURTAC.ADEMY
St. Johnsbury, Virrotont

a

N.

t 44 S
. ..._

0 Wz ca;c11 on / s. r err

0 Egagenont Use/Care
.

0 0 0 Techniques

III Wieling
,., ,.., ....
LI U U Gamletric Construction'
0 0 0-mot. Vi4w piewinploi"

0 0 0 IsornericTrawings
,...

0 Section Views
A

Li '-';'-. 1°4°7 G.'""ifY
0 0 Auxiliary-Views

Developments

Basic DirewintIng

.

0 0 a gethanIUI Drafting

Materials

Callings
'

WeicArgs

Swings

Mester Peels Ust

D....,,e,,,h.v_Advwc.d
e

Precision Mammy

Positron
,

Bask matorac,orafhost--,

0 0 dclennfitation of Component.

0 0 0 Basic functionsof
components .

.
t Al S

Schematic Drawings

Basic Technkal Illustration.
,0 0 Leroy batwing

'
IsoMoric Views

Perspective Dr awing 1111111J
a.

Air brush Work ,'

Civil Drafting/Surveying

Kinds of Maps

0.0 Steleoscopo Study

Plotting

, 0 0 0 Chain Predict (hold)

Plotting w/ Transit

TOpographic My Drawly
.
0 0 Q Topographic field Work

w/twel
,'0 Architectural Drafting

0 0 0 Hisio'Y of Architecture

0, Mejor Conaiderations.
laws; Construction

0 0 0 Dom/ Windows/Eiteoleca/
Study

'0, 0 0 Stairs
,0 0 ID ,floor Plans fTe'''

'4/attys.
. .0 0 Pictorial View

VOCATIONAL DRAFTING

.
Nam.

Soc Sec. No. -.;

teNth °?` 71''"'"g

Certified by ,

Instructor

PROMPTNESS .,

Usually Ahoy Alwayi
Prompt Never Prompt

- rate

. .
RESPONSIBILITY ,

'
Not ' Assumes beep.

Very Xespon- notedlyaihable sibility Reliable
....

-,.

INITIATIVE

Needs Needs Always
_ Committable a Unto finds. Extra

Superuision Supervision Work To Do
. .

.-
APPLICATION -

'Average Puts Extra
Indifference Application Effort

ea* Work

ACCURACY

Often Better Rarely
Inaccurate Than Makes

a Awry. Metall.
.

.
*

At the°completion of the occupational training program, the Instructor
completes the Card. Usually, a minimum of three copies are created. One
card is given to therstudent for use in job.interviews. One is placed in
the student's permanent record's, -and the final copy is kept by the instruc-
tor for future use in providing student recommendations to employers.

.

Notice that the Readiness Record not only provides information on the
skill competencies of the student, but also includes the student's aptitu-

-dinal characteristics,

As stated initially in this section4 there is no one system that can
accommodate every instructor.or program. What has been provided here is an
explanation of ,the reccirdkeeping component and its relationship to a good
instructional program. If individualizing is your goal, a good.record-.
keeping system is a must.
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PUTTOG THE CURR CkUM/e0MPONENT6 TOGETHER

Ji

At the beginning of this sectjon,.:it was indicated that curriculum

has two purposes. Vi"r,st;'it is a plin,for establishing the student and

instructor roles in the-skill deielopment process. \Second, it 4s to

'communicate to other interet"ted people what is being accomplished in the

\ instructional program. You must keep hete'two purposes in mind as you

assemble your curriculum.

/The curriculum components were divided'into three parts: Inputs,

;Plail,and Outputs. Below Ore itemslomeaCh part that should be found in

a curriculum, as well as a series of suggestions as to-their secylen6Z5

form.

Part 1 INPUT ,

tieA. Cirrent job needs in- the ;local, regional and possibly
th.e national employment markett.

4

Y. Data c011ected:in:the Needs Assessment comppnent should
be written in a narrAtiverm. This inforMation should
appear first in-the curriculum.

r

B. Titles and descriptions of-jobs:selected for the in-
strOclional program

t

.17

Job titles and descriptions derived from the Job Family
Clustering component shou'ld, appear next in the curri lum.
These sheets should be titled and referenced accordin to

' the-Dictionary of Occupational (D.O.T.)-' The
Lactual Job descriptions may be copied from the D.O.T

, if -;
applicablei'or you may adapt such descriptions CO our
'needs by putting 'the definitions in your, own wort.

A list of Compeev. tencies students will beiTsTonsiblefor
in the instructional program.

.
.

This list should bederivedTrom the duties and task i,
statements as fiapseribed in4the. Analyiing Tasks component.

-
112 ,11.6

- 4
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D. Skill Analysis Chart

The chart showing,pe occuptional 'titles and instruc---
tional skill units deYeloped in the Creating Instructional
*Objectives component shoula'bLe included at thissp6int.

PLAN,

A. Terminal and interim instructional objectives

B. Alternative learning agDivities.

C. List, of evaluation methods- related to.inStructional.

objectives ,

I y
igo

These three items should bp.derived from thePreating In-
structional Objectives cotAPOnent, the Selecting Learning
Experiences Component and the. Developing Eyaluation Tech-
niques component.

These may appear on separate sheets; however, as they are
relevant to each other, it is Suggested that they be
assembled together on.a 'three-column document. This docu-
ment is particularly suitable fbr use by the student, as
itpresents, in a clear.ana concise format, the work that
is entailed in any given uni4cf instruction. A sample of
this style oecomposition is shown here,

J
`,ROGRAli

.

r

.._

.

%
all

.

%

k

6

a

,.
1

UNIT("'..
1

1 -

TERMINAL AND INTERIM'
0/LIECTIVES 4 Akrt

ALTERNATIVE LEARNING
ACTIVITIES I

EVkLUATION
- METHOD

fit,

, I

.

.

%

'

*

.

..

.

.

.

....

.

/
. .... ,

it
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alp

Also shownis an item that is useful, if riot amust for
the instructor. This Consists of a lesson or,',unit plan,

related-to'the interim objectives, that describes the
=sequence.of instruction, the instructor's role and the
resources required to carryout the insiructionalsacti-
`vities. j .

4 -
1

It is shown here separately, as the' information it'con-
tains is not directly relevant to.student needs. The 4'
information on this sheet, however, may be combined with
the three - column sheet described previously.

f

F'

, ,
.

PIACRAX

*

,
''''''.

.

.

.

.

..-

.
.

1

. - .

..
. 1"

OTT
.

,

INTERIM OBJECTIVE
BUKBER

-

.

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN. RESOURCES.

.

..

.

. .

,

.

.

.

.
.

r

.

.

#

a

..

.. .t.

.

%*

.

.

`

.

.

.Part 3 OUTPUT

A. Student Progress Record

(Ss:, B. .Occupational Readiness Record

Roth these 4..tems should have resulted from your work in
the Recordkeeping and Follow-up compOnent: A sample Prog-

' ress Record and Occupational Readiness Record could appear
in-your curriculum withia brief narrative describing how
they azkeft,bsedin the instructional process.. This is most
helpful to any person interested in reviewing your durriculum.1
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Ill the following section,, we attempt td provide youowith a Wide

ry

RESOURCE-SECTION

ti

range of.additionai sources of information: people, places and thaTig .

"Resources" is broken down into six subLsectioni:-

Model Programs and 'Approaches

Information and Resource Centers

_Books and Other Publications

Special Needs,

e

Throughout the section,.there is a cqiumn entitled "Who or Where o

Contact." We hope this will facilitate any efforts on your part to further

ixplore'individaalized instruction. Where possible, we have included

prices for the materiaTh or publications.
ft

All petsons listed in the Model Programs and Approaches section in-
. ,

vite contact and will arrange site visitations for those interested in

following up a particular program.

Several of the publications listed are distinguished by either. or

**: The key is as follows:

*
Document available on loan basis from the Occupational Education

0
Resource Center, University of New Hampshire, Dutham, NH 03284

** 'Document available on loan basis from the Learning Resource Center;
Keene State Cpllege, Keenef,INH 13431

('
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SECTION

O,

RES1URCES

MODEL PROGRAMS AND APPROACHES

Child Care - Salem High Schodl Vocational
. Center, Salem; New Hampshire

Learning Stations)

Culinary Arts - Dover High School Vocational
Center; Dover, New Hampshire (Learning
Packages, Indi10.4ilized, Student Evaluation)

Electronics - Nashua High School( Vocational
Center, Nashua, New Hamps4ire (Modular
Instruction

.

Power Mechanics - Plymouth Area High School
aVocational Center, PlymOtth, New Hampshire

Mart System, Learning Pack -ges, Student
Teams)

"Project Bridges"-, Somersworth Hie School
Vocational Center; Somersworth, Net./ tamp-
shire (Cooperative work experiences through
aniamunity-school agreement).

Vocational Drafting - St. JohnsOurvAdademy,
St. `Johnsbury, Vermont .(Activity/Packages)

Welding Processes - New Hampshire Vocational
Technical College - Manchester, New Hamp-
shire (Open Labs)

.

'.INFORMATION AND RESOURCE CENTERS

Twin'State Educational Information Center
State Department of Education
-Concord, New Hampshire 03301 (ERiC/AIMIARk)

Learning Resource Center (LK
Mason Library
'Keene State College

. Keene, Uew Hampshire ON31
-e k

-107 .

'WHO,OR WHERE-TO CONTACT

Ms. Nancy'Chase
Ms. Lori Leone

Mr. Doug Coons

Mr. Bob Reynolds

Mr.,Tim Peters

Ms. Susan Klaiber

Mr. John Nelson

Mr, Mel qulla

t

ye

Mr4iRobert Trombley

Ms. :',?:ROrotriea- Xit lan



SECTION

Occupational Education Resource Center (OERC)
-University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824

'1
.

Research Coordinating Unit (RCU)
Vocational Technical Division
St-ate Department of Education
105 Loudon Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

ri

The NortheaSt Network for Curriculum
CoOrdination

Bureau of Occupational` iesearch
Division of Vodetional Education
225'West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey

Minnesota Instructional Materills Center
3300 Century Avenue N\ (MIMC)
White Bear, Minnespta 55110

AANDBOOKS

Career Exploration and Skills Development:
The Community Training Site Method. (A

useful and practical guisie for educators
interested in developing community training_
site programs.)

WHO OR WHERE TO CONTACT

0

Conducting a Labor Needs Analysis Guide
for Educators. ti

- .

Handbook for the Development of Vocational
Education Modules. 1975

I(

Hand66ok fi' Mena ing Individualized Learn -

in the Cr.b.17,sr om. .Ghampagne, David W. . d
Goldman, Richard M. 075

Dm Nick Paul

jAr, Richard Monteith

Mr. Gordon F. Law, Jr.

Dr. William Knaak

.Ms. Susan Klaiber
-Soterswort High School
Memorial rive
`Sotersg-Orth, NH 03878

Same as above

Curriculum Nbvelopment Center
University of Kentucky

'
;7Lexington, KY
e-L

. .

° Educational Technology Publi.
Englewood Cliffs, itT %07632

ndbook for Vocational Instructors Interested, MIMC - address in previous
in Co tency Based Instruction. section

4

Handbook or Curriculum Design for Indivkdu-,
alizedInstruction A Systems Approach.
Row'to evelop Curriculum Materials from,.
r. gorog ly Defined BehaVioral Objectives.
D umbeller, 3 ney J. 1971 ($8.95)

4,
Ed. Tech. Publications
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

J



SECTION .

.,

r.
*1 Individualized Instruttional Systems for

.Vocational and Technical Education: A
Series or Instructional Modules.
Frantz, Nevin R. Jr. 1974

.

New Hampshire Needs. Atsessment Handbook
for Vocational Education' Planning.

. ;'Severance, Melvin and Gustafson; Richard.

'The Vo tional Educatdr's Guide to Competency-
Base Personalized Instruction.

Usi the'Dittio of Occupational Titles
as a Sau ce of ccupational Information.

CATALOGUES

A Catalog of Instructional Materials from
AAVIM (A9prican Association for Voca-
tional I4structional Materials). In-
chides selection of publications, audio-
visual sets, slide sets, tra patency
masters and sets.

k List and'Order Form

Catalog (Instructional Materials)
ApproximatnIr $2.50 per subject area
package

'Catalog ( Vocational Education

109
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WHO OR WHERE TO CONTACT

Vocational. Instructional Systems`
Athens, GA

New Hampshite RCU
address in previous section

Project H.O.P.E.
Minnesota State Department of
Education
St. Paul, 'MN s

Mr. Wiley B. Lewis
,Curriculum Materials Development,.
Curriculum Materials Service
Department of Voc Ed
College of erofessional,Studies
Ft. Collins, CO 80523

AAVIM Enginepring Center
Athens, GA 30602'

Ed. Tech. Publications
140-Sylvan Avenue
Englewood%Cliffs, NJ 07612

Ifistructional Materials Lab
Department of Practical Arts
and Vac Tech Education
Uni'Versity of Missouri At
Columbia -4

8 Industrial Ed Building
Columbia, MO 65201

Vocational Educatn Media
10" Tillman flail

* Clemson University
-..Clemson, SC 29631



SECTION

** Catalog (Instructional Objectives)"

Colorl5ound Filmstrips (Vocational and,
ilndu4rial 'Education) Order Form and
Free 15 -day preview

** Curriculum Materials, for Vocational
(Technical, Special Needs, Career)
Education.

Educators Guidef.to Free Filnis (Film-

.strips, TapFs) - revised annually

Florida V-Tecs Catalogs and Training
Materials

i as

New Hampshire State Agencies Media
Directory

Howard W. Sams Educational Materials
(Catalog Of Textbookp and Audio-
Visual MaterialsZ for Industrial

"ArtsV°c-ti
and Career Education.

*,,Individualized Instruction Resource
Guide 1976

Individualized Learning Materials l.

120
110

WHO OR WHERE TO.CONTACT
S

Instructional Objectives
Exchange '.

Box.24095
Los Angeles,CA 90024

Bergman. Publications, Inc.
839 StewaTt Avenue
Garden ciEy, NY 11530

NJ Voc-Tech Curriculum
Rutgers University
4103 Kilmer Campus
New Brunswick,'NJ 08903

Educators Progress Service
Randolph, Wiacpnsin

Diesemination-&-Diffusion Branch
Bureau of Vocational Research
Dissemination and Evaluation
Division of Vocational Education
Florida Dept. of Education,
426 Collins Building
Tallahassee, FLA, 32304

Copies available from:
Participating agencies, Public
LibrarieS, Supervisbry Union
Offices of the Public Schools.

Bobbs-Merrill Educational

Publishing
4300 W. 62nd Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

4
Rhode Island Dept. of Education'
Division of Development and
Operations
Providence, RI

Westinghouse Leatning Press
Department CC -973 4
PO Box 10680
Palo Alto, CA 94303

yin
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SECTION

0

Instructional Materials for Trade, Indus-
trial and Technidal Occupations:

InstruCtional Materials for Vocationa -
Industrial Education.

* NCHEMS Products - A Description of Pub-
lications, Computer Software and
Video-Cassettes. 1976

Vocational EdUcation Curriculum Materials
Non-Colorado Price List & Order Form-

VocatiOnal Education Curriculum Specialist
VECS (Instructional Modules)

BOOKS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

A National Annotated Bibliography of
Curriculum Materials in Vocational and
Career Education. 1976

,/

** De eloping Vocational Instruction. Mager,
rt F. and Beach, Kenneth M., Jr.

1967. ($2.50)

Development of Performance Objectives
and Criterion-Referenced Measures for
V-TECS Project Areas - Final Report. 1975.

** Evaluating*Occupational Education and -

Training Programs. Wentling, Tim L. .and
Lawson, Tom E. 1975 ($11.95)

** Individualized Instructional Systems For
Vocational & Technical Education: A

,Collection of Readings. Frantz, Nevin, Jr.
(Editor;) 1974 ($7.50)

t.

WHO OR WHERE TO CONTACI'

Instructional Materials,Lab
.Trade & Industrial Education
Ohio State University
1885 Neil Avenu

-.Coluaus, OH 43211,

, Vocational Instructional Services
F.E. Box 182
Texas A & M University
'College State, TX 77843

The National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems
Boulder, CO

Curriculum Materials Service
Vocational Education Building
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, CO 80523

Vocational-Education Curriculum
Specialist - VECS
American Institutes for Research
Palo Alto, CA

Illinois Board of Voc Ed and
Rehabilitation
Division of Voc -Tech Education
Springfield, IL

Fearon Publishers
. LeartSiegler, Inc..-Ed. Division
6, Davis Drive

Belmont, CA 94002

Curriculum Development Center.
University of Kentucky .

Lexington,*KY

Allyn & Bacon, Inc.
Boston, MA

Vocational Instructional Systems
PO Box 422
Athens, GA 30604.

111 1 2.1



SECTION.

** Instructional Systems Development for
Vocational & Technical Training.
Butler,F. Coit. 1972 ($12.95)

*' Job Corps Training Standards :Tasks and
Xnowledges of Jobs. : ;.

**

Measuring Student Growth - TeChniques and
Procedures for Occupational Education..
Ericksdn, Richard C: and Wentling, Tim. L.
($14.95)

Preparing Instructional Objectives. Mager,
Robert-F. 1975 ($2.25)

Selected Freellaterials for Classroom
Teachers, Aubrey, ,R.H. (Editor). Revised
Editioh, 1967 -($2:50)

Textbooks & Industrial Education

SPECIAL NEEDS

A GUide for Teaching Industrial Arts to
Exceptional Children & Youth. (from
Workshop on Industrial Arts. for Excep-
tional Youth, Summer, 1973)

.0ompetencieSfor Teachers Who Instruct
Children with Learning Disabilities.

euericulum & Instructional Techniques for
P ys cally Disabled Students, Uemarich,

S. nd Vellman, R.A. (Human Resources
St Ovitfl) 1969

Helpful Hints for Teachers of Students!
with Speci\al_Needs. 1974 °-

How to Work with Disadvantaged Students
;;in Trade & Industrial Technical &
,Health Occupations; .1976

WHO OR WHERE TO CONTACT

.

Ed. Tech. Publications
Englewood.,Cliffs,.NJ Ot632

U.S. Dept. of Labor's Job Corps
U.S. Department Of Labor
Washington, D.C.

Allyn & Bacon, Inc.
,Longwood Division
Rockleigh, NJ 07647

Fearon Publishers, Inc.
Paio Alto, CA

FearoPublishers, Inc.
Palo Alto, CA

Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc.
809 W. DetweilLer Drive
Peoria, IL 6161 4 -

112.,

ti

William D. Wargo
Florida State Oiversity,
Tallahassee, FLA

Maine Department of Education
and Cultural Services
Augusta, ME

North Carelina State Department
of Public Instruction
Division of Occupational Ed.
Riieigh, NC

State of Washington
Division of Voc Tech and Adult
Education
Seattle, WA
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SECTION,'

O 1

WHO,OR WHERETO CONTACT

., ...
. ,

InstructiOnal Development for Special Needs Depariment of.Voc and Tech Ed.-,.
,.-

r

Learners -- Ap Inservice Resource Guide. University' of Illinois at
Phelps; L. Allen t...., Urbana-Champaign

Urbana, IL 61801

** Methods, Ttchniques & Learning Activities
for Use with the Disadvantaged. Thomas,
Edward G. & Omvig, taaytonlp. 1971

** .Program Guide...Vocational Education /Special

Education, Resource Guides. Reynold, M.
Leroy. 1973"

Techniques for Teaching Disadvantaged Youth' i
in Vocational Education. Special Paper
#14. Bobbitt7'Frank and Letwin, Linda.

4'1971

** VocatiorceEducation: A New .Dimension for,
the Gifted-& Talentedittudent - A Voca-
tional Teacher's Resource Guide. Stone,
Thomas. 1976

Vocational Education for St dents with
Special` Needs: A Teaiperfs,abook.
Al tfest,-Myra. 1975

N

Vocational Instructional-Materials for
.--_--tudents with Special' Needs. Towne,

Douglas andilallace, Sydney.

** VoCationai Re ding Power Project -

,,Training Package.

Kentucky-ECU
University of_Kentuacy
Lexington, KY

Ron Lutz
Central Michigan University
Mt. Pleasant, MI

Rural ManpowetICenter
Michigan state University
East Lansing, MI

Educational Research and
Services Center
University of South Dakota

'Vermillion, SD

Wcational Education Dept.
Colorado State,UniVersity
Fdrt'Collins, CO

A.

D.C. Towne
Special Needs project,-_.
N.W. Regional Educational Lab
710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland, OR

New amps4ire Facilitator Center
80 uth Main Street
Concord, NH 03301

Guidelines for Nonsexist Use of Language
in t4CTE Publications. (1-15 copied
free; more than 15, 60each prepaid,
,ask .for Stock .No. 19719.)

0

ioag Council 'cif Teachers Of

111 Kenyon"R6ad
Urbana, IL 61801
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SECTION VI-I

SUPPLEMENTARY-MATERIALS-

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICIPATING PROGRAMS

ADMI N I S1RATORS AND' CONSULTANTS

ile, OBJECTIVES__-
:

CHARACTERISTICS OF:MEDI A

USE OF REFERENCES

I

114
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4bECRIPTION OF AAIVE PROJECT

PARTICIPATING PROGRAMS, vg,

I

School; Salem Yocational,Center
Vrogram: ,/ Child Care

Instructor6: Nancy Chase, Lori Leone

A fUll-time day care program is opdrated within the school, providing
students with daily hands-on experience with Ere-school children.
The Child Care center is designed with I3-leaAing stations. Students'

accomplish instructional objectives individually while working with
pre-school children in-qach of the learning stations. A well-equipped

Resource Center in a siparate room supplements the laboratory exper-

ience.

School: Nashua Vocational Center
Program: Electronics
Instructor: Robert Reynoldb

k

Student skill development is accomplis ed through a series ofinstructor-
developed, self-instructional written m es. A-series of core skill

modules leads students to specialized modules in Computers,-Communications
or.Electro-Mechanical Devices. The modules are designed tt provide for

a self-paced, continuous-progress learning process.

School:

Program:
Instructor:

Plymouth Vocational'Center
Power Mechanics
Tim Peters

A series of auto-tutorial, .commercial
are used as,the basis for instruction
are used in a laboratory environment,
auditory instruction for the hands-on

purchased instructional modules
. The machines and oft14re
providing students intb visual and
occup4tional skills development

required.

School: Dover Vocational Center

,Program: Food Service
Instructor: Douglas Coons

. ,

A well-defined task analysis related to'the'occupational cluster is
reflected in a series of,individualized learning packages (ILP's).

Eac package provides directions to produce a finished prbduct`: An

t uation scheme, designed to involve students in determining quality

standards, ip also *part of the program.

1 9 t-
A.,/
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School:
Program:

Director:

#

Somersyorth Vocational:Center
ComMvnity Based Multi-Occupational
Sus IrKlaiber'

-;

The community b siness and industrial employers serve as instructors to
interested students._ udents obtain skills in the actual occupational
environment. Skills are determined by a detailed task analysis for the .

occupation. Student progress is contihuously monitored by school personng ;

/

School! New Harfipshire Vocational - Technical College - ManChester
Program:' Indbstrial Welding .

..

Instructor: Mel Ct ul la 0
< ......

Welding laboratory skill development'is designed to be self- paced, con-
tinuous progress. Instructional sheets containing welding skill processes
aVe used by students. Competency checklists are used by the instructor
to record student progress. Recordkeeping'is maintained primarily by
students. Studentslhave access to the lab on-an open basis.'

(

r
pa

1L6

"No
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/' Contact Person

Dr. Duane Pierce.

Dr. William Porter

Mr. Melvin Severance

Dr. Jeffrey Luftig'

Mr. Richard Monteith

Mr. John Bean .

Mr. Robert ,Holt

Ms. Josephine Hayslip

Martin.Mitchell

Dr: Nishma Duffy

Mr. Donald Peterson

Mr. Thomas Besaw

Ms. Judith Fillion

MS. Sharon-Glasscock

To be-announced

ti

11

r.

ADMikISTRATORS AND CONSULTANTS

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL DIVISION

. 105 LOUDOT4 ROAD

CONCORD, N.H. 03301

JUNE, 1978

Title

p

.

Telephone,

Chief, Vocational-Technical DiVision 271-2721
A .

Deputy Chief 271-3277

Planning Consultant 271n3588

Director, Research Coordinating Unit 271-3276

Exemplary,,ProgranTs Consultant 271-2197

Special Needs Consultant 271-3451

Trades and Industry Consultant 271-3587

Vocational Guidance Consultant 271=2664

Agriculture Consultant 271-2663

'Equal Acess Consultant 271-2197,

Business and. Office Education
Consultant

Distributive/Cooperat ve Education
Consultant

Health Occupations Consultant

Consumer ducation and - Homemaking

Consulta-

Industrial Arts Consultant ,

-117
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271-2479

271-2662

271-2160
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OBJECTIVES

A behavioral or performance o 'ective is a statement communicating

an instructor's intentions by denotigg behavior which a student must demon-

strate when he or she his successfully completed a learning experience.

The statement should Have sufficient.detall so that others will interpret

the statement the same way the autyliir interprets it.

The chief purposes fOr stating an objective are:

.1. to communicate the author's intentions'in
clear terms; and-

.

-2. to allow the total curriculum' to` be criti-
.

cgly examined. .

Two

tive are

popular. methods of writing t4e behavioral

the Magerian Method and the ABCD Method.

or performance Objec-
-

.

The Magerian Method
I I

(named for its creator, Robert F. Mager). comprises three components:

1. Performance-- what the student will'be Able to do.

2. Conditions what. is given or not given to the
student in the course of performing
tile task.'

. _
Criterion - the quality. or quantity measure of

performance.

LE:

Magerian Method

AUTO MECHANICS - UNIT ON E)HAUST SYSTEM

Performance Inspect, list parts needed, order and
install any new parts.-

Conditions - Given an automobile with a defective
muffler system, and'Instruction.

Criterion - 100% no leaks, according to manutacturer't
specifib4ions.

12
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In,the.ABCD Method,, there are four components:

1

1. Audience usually the student

2. "Behavior ,what the stud6t will be able
to do:'

3. Conditions at is given or not given to
tie student in 'the course of
perforuling the task

4. Degree the quality or quantity measure
of performance

e
EXAMPLE: AUTO MECHANICS - UNIT ON EXHAUST SYSTEM

ABCD Method

I.

Audience Each-student.

Behavior - Will spect, list parts needed, order
and ins 11 any new parts.

Conditions Given an automobile with a defective40.

muffler system, and.instruction.

Degree 100% no leaks, according to manufac-
turer's specifications.

As can be seen by the examples above, either method will provide a

statement that .is precise and measurable. You must be Careful not tai use
a

. 4

words that have mean ngs that can be misunderstood. Wprds or phrases

such as the following should be avoided:

a
understand

appreciate

internalize

to know

to grasp the signi4cance of

to believe

There are others, so exercise some care in choosing your words. Ask yOur-

seIf if,the word will be clear.to.the student dthout interpretation. If

119,:
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O

,
it isn't; k for a better word or phrase to describe precisely what is

to be accomplished. The following is a list of action verbs having very

precise meanings related to specific kinds of learning. Use this list as

you create your own objectives:

Specific Respon ding

(producing a single, isolated response)

to associate
to grasp (with hand)
to identify
to label
to locate
tlb move

to pick, up

ta press
to push
to repeat
to respond
to say
to signal
to tighten
to turn

to give a word for'
to hOldv
to indicate'

*to lift
to loosen.
to name
to place
to pull
to recognize
to reply
to rotate
to set
to slide
to touch
to twist

Motor Chaining

(producing a sequehce of motions)

r _u=
to activate
to align
to copy
to.(dis)connect
to duplicate
to load
to measure
to operate,
to replace
to trace
to turn off

to adjust
to_ close

to (dis)assemble
to. draw

to insert
to manipulate
to open
to remove'
to stencil
to tune
to turn on

e



to.

.10

to cite
to enumerate
to list
to recite

Akto reiterate
to reproduce
to transcribe

$4.

Verbal Chaining

(producing a sequence of words)

to copy
to letter
to'quote
to record
to repeat-
to (re)state

' t9 type

DscriminatIng

(,identifying two or more stimUlii

/
to choose to compare
to contrast to couple
to decide to detect
to differentiate

r to discern
to distinguish to isolate
to ju e to match
to ma e- to pair
'to pick' to recognize
to select

to allocate
to assign
to categorize
to classify
to" divides

to grade
to index
to itemize
to rank
to reject
to sort
to survey.

Classifying

(usitig : concepts)

to arrange
to catalogue
to characterize
to collect
to file
to group
to inventory
to order
to rate,

to screen
to specify
to tabulate

131
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4 anticipate
to'calibrate
to compile
to conclude
to convert
to correct
to define.
to design
to diagram
to estimate
to examine
to explain
to figure
to, generalize

to Infer
*to interpret
to Okgenize
to-predict
to program
to schedule
to translate

4

Rule -Us1ng

0

1
(Using principles) . ti

to calculate
'to check '

to compute
r to construct
to coordinat
to deduce
to
to

to
to

to

to

to

to

-to
to

to

to

to

to

to

Problem:Solving

demonstrate
determine
equate
evaluate
expect
extrapolate
foresee
illustrate
interpolate
monitor
plan
pretcribe
project
solve
verify

(combining two or more principles)

to accommodate
to adjust to
to compose
to correlate
to develop
to diagnose '

to find a way
to realize
to resolve
to synthetize
to trouble shoot

A

122

to .adapt

to

to con ve
to creat
t evite
to d cover
to ent
to reason .

to study
to think through



,Now let's construct an objective using the Magerian Method. First,.

identify the perforiisance by name; you an specify the kind of behavior

^1

a

that will be accepted as evidence that the learner has achieved the ob-

jective. What is the learner doing wfien demonstrating that the objective.

has been achieved?

Example: Write a summary

Measure the bolt size

Second, try to define thdesired.behavior by describing the important

conditions (givens, restrictions or both) under, which tfte'learner will

demonstrate competence. What will the learnei, be provided or denied? '

Example: Without the aid of references

With a micrometer

Third, specify the criterion of acceptable - performance by desci-ibing how

-
well the learner must perform to be considered acceptable. This may be

A
achieved by:

Time limits

Minimum number of acceptable correct responses-

Example:

Coirlpleted examples:

Within a.period,of 30 minutes

With 100% accuracy

,Write a summary, without the aid of
references, within a period of 30
minutes.-

Measure the bolt size, with a micro,
meter, with 100%accuracy.

Using the information.presented here, practice writing your own in-

structional objectives.

123
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OBJECTZVES AND DOMAINS

7
When the objective requires students to use intellectual or mental

abilities, we call this a cognitive objective. When the objective re-
,

quires the student td demonstrate physical behavior or manual dexterity,

we call this a psychomotor objective. When ihe objective requires the

studeptito express attitudes, feelings, interests or values, we call this

ad affective objective.

*

In each area - cognitive, psychomotor and affective, there are dif-

ferent levels of response that may be required of the learner. On the
A

charts that follow, the possible response levels are defined for each

domain and a list of sample performances is provided. a

The levels Of response in the charts reflect simple -to- complex learning

requirements. It is not always possible for instructors to write an objec-

tive and then identify thetype and level precisely.
A

The important issue is for the instructor to be aware of the types

and levels discussed; and with this in nd, write objectives that will

reflect the students' learning capabilities and the demands of the'job

skill .

124
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Level

1. Knowledge

2. Comprehension

3. Application

4. Analysis
9-

5. Synthesis

6. Evaluation.,

Level

1. Imitation

- -

2. Manipulation

KNOWING -= CONCEPT = COGNITIVE

Definition

Recall facts.

Interprets or translates
facts .

Performance t

Can repeat Ohm's Law, KirshoMs
Law

When given E I, can solve fdr
R (Ohio's Law).

Applies principles to Can build an electrical circuit
.single facts

Applies principles to Can build a malti-circuit system
Complex facts

Applies principles to
`complex facts to formu-A4
late a new,solution

Applies principles to
complex facts to formu-
late a new solution and
comparesthis to other,
ic.n6wn solutions

f

Can troubleshoot.a complex cir-
cuit

Can re-design the circuits more
efficiently

DOING = MANIPULATIVE SKILL PSYCHOMOTOR

"Definition Performance

Observe and copy crudely Can watch someone ride a bicycle

Observe and perform as
instructed

Precision Observe and perform pre-
cisely as instructed

4.. Articulation' Obsel've and perform a
series oc,skills'with
speed -,and precision.'

Naturalization High level of speed and
precision becoffies habi

tual-
"

Can ride a bicycle (shaky)

Can _ride a bicycle_without
shaking

Can get on bicycle, can ride
with ease; can get off bicycle

-Canget on ,bicycle, can ride
'and get off bicycle without
having to till* about it
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Level

1. Receive

2. Respond

3. Vaue

4. Organize

1

5. Characterize

FEELING = VALUE .1: AFFECTIVE

Definition

Can listen effectively

Can listen and react
effectively

Can listeh and react .

with a formulated opin-
ion of his/her own,

Can formulate a set of
anions on his/her own

Can exhibit 'signs of
practice in hi/her
opinions'

Performance

Student listens to safety lec-
ture.

Student recalls safety facts
.when needed

Student-recognizes reasons for
.using safety

Student is committed to the
useof safety practices

StudentIlwaye uses the correct
safety practices
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MEDIA

1. -Programmed Instruction

a. gnertb-obe instructor- student relationship
b. sequential order - step-by-step pl'ogression
c. immediate reinforcement
4, _progress at individual's rate of learning
e, immediate response

2. Motion Picture: 8mm and"16mm films'
4

a. prdvides visual concepts that cannot ordinarily be attained
in a classroom situation

b9 provides slow motion; stop action, speeded up motion, anima-.

tion ,

3. Television
/

.
.

a. provides a high. level of teaching-and learning eXperience in
. areas where such teaching is not provided by he local schoolareas

district - . '
' -41IP

b. education can occur for a Ihrge number,even though instructors
/ of good quality are limited

c. may draw upon audio=Visdal materials which are not available
-to regular classroom instructors - television can employ any
other type of audio-visual media

d.' provides the advantage of immediacy -/
e. videotape can be reshown or projected - in this way the same

material can be preseited many tiA s,through the day

k. Filmstrips and Slide%

-easily made
b. requires only a moderately darkened room
c., are inexpensive
d. provides color, dnexpensively
e. may be used with verbal cues
f. ;available i re-at variety
g. aids'in attent focusing

Transparencies and Overhead Projection.

ti

a. can be operatedfrop front of rogm sO,that instructor-student'
eye contact can be maintained . ,

.

v.

b: cnproject:one step at a time and end up with complete projeo,
tionovorlays'

.

c. 'cellophane roll is often-built in so that writing may be done
and then removed' immediately .

d. tranOarency itself can -be written orWithout,damage
e. material easily traced in making transparencies 0

--
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6, Opaque Projections:1_

a. permits non-transparent materials,iO be projected on screen for
group use and instruction (books, flat pictures, objects, specimen)

b. readily available and cost-free materials.
c. .material can be transferred to the'chalkboard Or tracing
d. .aids in attention focusing;

7. Tape Recorder

a. audio aid o
b. presents semi-permanent sound recordin

4
s

c. can be erased and re-used many times

8. ,Ph6hograph

a, has most of characteristics of taPerecorder
b. relatively inexpensive
Co instr#ctor has complete control in 'using educational recordings

.

9. Chalkboard

a. -makes it possible to quickly change and rearrange - both valuable
. .

in development* thinking
b. may be used ircombinatiOn with projected media
c. students are overtly involved an it,involves their interests
d. easily obtained and readily available
e. focuses. attention and makes things interesting
f. moves at the rate of the learher and the instructor
g. a medium through which group projects can be done

Drawing'

a. readily available tttlittle cost
b. well-suited to'individual and small group study ,

c. well- ed2to group studies in combination with overhead prog6tor
d. ideally suited to study displays
e. eakly stored mmr;

° f. may be ysed over and ovler if mounted-and cared for

11. Graphs

a. may present a visual representation of numerical value 4X0
b. compare qualitative information sicply and.qufckly

rc. reveal the most-important relationships) in data

*
12. Diagrams

a. most condensed of all-drawings
nteirelationships, generaloutl.tneior key features of a

*

process, object or area

1 38
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13. Chart

a. combines graphits and pictorial media
b. aids in visualizing relationship between key facts and ideas

in an orderly and Logical way
c. .shows relationship as a sequence of events

14, Poster

a. communicates a,single idea
b. tells an obvious story quickly
c. catches the eye

15. Cartoon

a. communicates a single idea
b. -employs humor, characatre, satire, exaggeration, 'syrgbolism
c. simplifids issues
d. catches the eye

-16*. Comic Strips

a. have colorful illustrations, rapidly moving story and often
use realistic people as characters

b. tell a story
.c, capture the' attention

17. Model

a. reduCed imt Lions of large objects or enlarged imitations of
small ()Ejects

II. provides interior views of objects normally covered and other-
wise

c. employs color and texture to accent impOrtant features
d. can be touched by the student

18. Object and Specimen
$

, a. provides the real object, if not too complex for easy observation
b. allows student firsthand exgrieriCe

19. Computer-assisted Instruction
A

a. the control of the learning process is always vested -in learning
sequehces created by instfuctional personnel; CAI permits the
teething staff to take on the coprdinItor's role in the teaching-
learning; process; the instructor can use time more yroductively
iindividual counseling and guiding students requiring additional
attention).

b. can use the storage facilities of the computer

if
assess individual

;Progress, initiate and monitor remedial work if and. as needed
0.-r'thribugh time-sharing, can accommodate many students, each of whom

1"appears to have exclusive use of the computer
'can perform its functions with less error and more speed than a
human - instructor
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USE OrifftEliENCES'

Hictioriarrdf-OccuPational-Ti-t-les_.

Vocational Educatiob and' 0

Y

Use of the Dictionary.of. Occupational

The Dictionary of Occupational 'Ales is published by the United

States Department of Labor. The book can -6e very valuable to anyone

'attempting to analyze an occupation or select occupations for an instruc-

tional program. 'Copies can be found in most public.libraries:and in each

vocational center in the State. Th%third edition, comprising twt volumes,.

was printed in 1969. the fourth editi9n has just been released. Your

school or .library may or may not haye%he new edition, which has beefy printed

in one volume. To be site, the explanation provided here is bailed on the .

two-volume third edition. If you have:the/new editioi available, an ex-
.,-

planation of changes Niritten on pages :CCM - xxv in the -front of the

publication.

Using Volume Co? the 0.25,T!

. Volume I contains

job 'titles with D.O.T.

an,alphab ized list of;g1mostie,000 jobs" and 36,000

code numbers nddefinitions. VitAn the descrip-

tion of the occupation, the following informationis included: what work

is doht,,hot.i it' .s done And why it is dOne.

. '00

Using/Volume IT'of the 6.0.T.
.....)

.
_.. 1

Volume. II is designed to complement Volume .I. 'It contains information

'
relevant to grouping jobs having the;Saille occupational characteristics.

Thii is'important so as to discern, relationships among occupations, and

*

0:.A0
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as.a simple approach to classifying the abilities, vocational experiences

and potentials of workers.

cu ar

meats, training, methods of entry and worker qualification profiles.

D.O.T.' Code Numbers

-Each occupation in the D.O.T. is assigned.a sfx-digit code number.

There are three digits to the rightof a decimal point and three digits

ve

to the left (XXX.XXX). Each of the digits has a special meaning.

;met first three digits indicate the occupation group arrangement. Jobs

are grouped according to some combinatibn of work field, purpose, mater-
,

i41, product, service, subject matter, generic term or industry. There.'

are nine categories for the first digit, 84'possible combinations for the

first two digits and 603 possible combinations for all three digits. As

: an example, let's use'the number for a secretary-- "201."

First digit position:

Second digit positions

Third digit position:

Category. 2

Division .20

Group 201

(Clerical and Sales Occupations)

(Stenography, Typing, Filing
and related occupations)

(Secretaries)

Definitions of each of the categories, divisions and groups appear in

. Volume II of the D.O.T. the section entitled "Occupational Group Arrange-

,/

ment of Titles and Code beginning on page 33.

. -

The three digits to the right,of the dedimal poidt reflect the degree of

ti

the oc patiOn's involvementlUth data, people or things, howYsfile-inor

plex,the inv vement is and the highest function the-worker'will have to

fr
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assume inAealing with all three.

For example, using the previous occupation
(secretary), the three digits

e ecimal pbint are "..368." The digits represent the

following:

Fourth digit position: 3

. Fifth digit position: 6

Sixth digit position: 8

The worker function in the Data category
is "Compiling"

The worker function in the People category
is "Speaking"

The worker function for this particular num-
ber (8) indicates that there is no signifi-
relationship to the Things category

In review then, the D.O.T. code number for a secretary is 201.368.

The relationships of worker functions within the data, people and things

categories are explained and defined more Tully on pages 649-650 in Appendix A

in Volume II of the D.O.T.

,Worker Traits Arrangement

Information concerning personal 'traits and'characteristics is proliaed

for each occupation. Information such as general educational development,

specific vocational preparation, aptitudes, interests, temperaments' and

physical demands is contained in the Worker.Teits Arrangement. These

groups are presented in,Voiume II Of the D.O.T.in the section entitled

"Worker Traits Arrangement of Tits and Codes," beginninglon page 225.

This information may also be helpful as you develop your occupational

cluster. Further detailed'information on the'use of the D:0 T.'can:be

found in:the initial pages of each volume:

I. 1:4
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Use of Vocational Education and Occupations

Vocational Education and Occupations is Published by the UnitedStates

Office of Education. It is designed to relate occupational titles appear-

ing in-the D.0:11 to vocational education instructional program titles

used in educational institutions. To obtain.a copy of this document, see

I.

your vocational director.

The relationship between occtpational titles and instructional pro-
',

grams is described through'_tTie use bf an.eight-digit, numerically coded

.classification system.

It is important to use this classification system in addition to the

system described in the-DX.T. As funding'fbr vocational programs,is

_
. partially accomplished -through-the- U.S. Office of Education funds, voca-

1

tional directors and state program consultants must report data by the

U.S.0..E.-Instructional Program Classification System,;- By understanding

and using the system, you are therefore, easing thereporting problems

of those persons who are wponsible for some of your program funds.

The systeA may appear complicated; however, it is suggested that you:

read the explanation of the example.
below;

4

read the explanation of the classification
system appearing on page x the document;

consult yoty,45National director oTh.state
coeilltantaf you are,still having problems.

Example: If you wanted to use the U.S.O.E. claspification for the

D.O.T. number 213.582 (keypunch Operator), the occupation

would be coded as shown on the following page:

.46 143 .
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Explanation:

U.S.O.E. Code .14.020201'

(14.) is Xhe major vocational area code numbei'
for the sdbject matter area of Office
Occupations.

ri

is e principa segm
'tatter: Business Data Processing Systems
Occuptiions.

14.02(0. W is the division of the princip.al segment:
Peripheral Equipment Operators.

14.0202(01) is the first-level detail of the division
of the principal segments Keypurich-and
Coding Equipment Operatdrs'..

The above sample is taken from page r of the U.S.OZ. publication; Please

'refer to th'at page for a more in-depth explanation of the classification

system.
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